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Abstract
Quantum phase transitions and their properties at the quantum critical point are
very active topics in condensed-matter physics. Although quantum phase
transitions are observed only at absolute zero temperature, many interesting
questions at nonzero temperatures can be addressed experimentally. Remarkably,
in the vicinity of quantum critical points macroscopic properties do not depend on
the microscopic details of the system and various transitions can be assigned to
universality classes, where all representatives of one class show exactly the same
properties. Particularly quantum magnets with a spin gap in their excitation
spectrum are ideal experimental models of various types of quantum critical
points and phase transitions.
In this thesis, magnetic ordering in gapped quantum magnets is experimentally
studied. A perturbation of the magnetic ground state by external magnetic fields,
hydrostatic pressure or chemically introduced disorder can result in new magnetic
phases. To date, research has especially focused on field-induced quantum phase
transitions in these systems. A qualitatively different class of quantum phase
transitions can be induced by the application of external pressure or the
introduction of chemical disorder at zero field. The aim of this thesis was to
investigate known zero-field quantum phase transitions and to find new ones in
two different model spin systems. The peculiar properties of these rare pressureand disorder-induced quantum phase transitions were studied and compared to
corresponding theoretical predictions.
Two organo-metallic spin-gapped quantum magnets are chosen as model systems:
(C4H12N2)Cu2Cl6, (PHCC) and NiCl2⋅4SC(NH2)2 (DTN). Protonated and
deuterated single crystals of the pure and disordered materials were grown,
respectively. In order to determine the magnetic properties of the model spin
systems, muon spin techniques, neutron scattering and thermodynamic
measurements were used for complementary studies at low-temperatures and,
partly, at high pressures. For a systematic and extensive characterization of the
samples, x-ray techniques were applied.
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First, pressure-induced ordering close to a z=1 quantum critical point is studied in
the presence of bond disorder in PHCC by muon spin techniques. As for the
disorder-free system, pressure allows bond-disordered PHCC with small levels of
disorder to be driven through a quantum critical point separating a low-pressure
quantum paramagnetic phase from magnetic order at high pressures. The
pressure-induced ordered state is highly inhomogeneous. This behavior might be
consistent with the predicted formation of a Griffiths phase close to quantum
criticality. Br-doping increases the critical pressure and suppresses critical
temperatures and ordered moment sizes.
Second, it is demonstrated that it is not possible to induce a quantum phase
transition with dynamical critical exponent z=1 by application of hydrostatic
pressure in the gapped S=1 quantum paramagnet DTN. An onset of magnetic
order is observed upon application of hydrostatic pressure in µSR measurements,
neutron diffraction experiments could identify this transition as a temperatureindependent, irreversible structural transformation to a high-pressure phase with a
superimposed commensurate superstructure.
Finally, a disorder-induced quantum phase transition in bond-disordered DTN has
been found by inelastic neutron scattering and thermodynamic measurements. The
transition is qualitatively similar to a z=1 quantum critical point. However, the
determined critical scaling of thermodynamic and magnetic properties gave
unexpected values of critical exponents.
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Zusammenfassung
Quantenphasenübergänge und deren Eigenschaften am quantenkritischen Punkt
sind eines der in Gegenwart am intensivsten untersuchten Forschungsgebiete in
der Physik der kondensierten Materie. Obwohl Quantenphasenübergänge lediglich
am absoluten Temperaturnullpunkt stattfinden, können einige Eigenschaften
bereits bei höheren Temperaturen experimentell untersucht werden.
Bemerkenswerterweise hängen makroskopische Eigenschaften eines physikalischen Systems in der Umgebung eines quantenkritischen Punktes nicht von
mikroskopischen Details ab; verschiedenste Phasenübergänge können in
Universalitätsklassen eingeteilt werden, in denen alle Phasenübergänge einer
Universalitätsklasse gemeinsame Eigenschaften aufweisen. Insbesondere sind
Quantenmagnete mit einer Spinlücke im magnetischen Anregungsspektrum ideale
experimentelle Modellsysteme für die zahlreichen quantenkritischen Punkte und
Quantenphasenübergänge.
In der vorliegenden Arbeit wird die magnetische Ordnung in Quantenmagneten
mit Spinlücke experimentell untersucht. Eine Störung des magnetischen
Grundzustandes durch ein äusseres magnetisches Feld, hydrostatischen Druck
oder chemisch eingebrachte Defekte kann in neuartigen magnetischen Phasen
resultieren. Bisher konzentrierte sich die Forschung vorwiegend auf feldinduzierte
Quantenphasenübergänge in Quantenmagneten mit Spinlücke. Eine qualitativ
andersartige Klasse von Quantenphasenübergängen kann durch den Einsatz
äusseren hydrostatischen Drucks oder durch chemische Unordnung ohne äusseres
magnetisches Feld erzwungen werden. Ziel dieser Arbeit war es, an zwei
ausgewählten Spinsystemen bereits bekannte Nullfeld-Quantenphasenübergänge
genauer zu untersuchen und neue derartige Phasenübergänge zu finden. Die
spezifischen Eigenschaften dieser seltenen druck- und chemisch induzierten
Quantenphasenübergänge wurden untersucht und mit entsprechenden
theoretischen Vorhersagen verglichen.
Zwei organisch-metallische Quantenmagnete mit Spinlücke wurden als
Modellsysteme verwendet: (C4H12N2)Cu2Cl6 (PHCC) und NiCl2⋅4SC(NH2)2
(DTN). Dafür wurden protonierte und deuterierte Einkristalle der Ausgangs- und
der chemisch veränderten Materialien hergestellt. Um die magnetischen
Eigenschaften dieser Spinsystem-Modelle zu bestimmen, kamen die
komplementären Techniken der Myonenspinspektroskopie, Neutronenstreuung
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und thermodynamische Messungen bei tiefen Temperaturen und teilweise hohen
Drücken zum Einsatz. Für die systematische und vollständige Charakterisierung
der Proben wurden Röntgenstrahlungsmethoden angewendet.
Zuerst wurde die druckinduzierte magnetische Ordnung in der Umgebung eines
z=1 quantenkritischen Punktes in chemisch verändertem PHCC mit
Myonenspinspektroskopie untersucht. Wie im Fall des Ausgangssystems kann
chemisch verändertes PHCC mit kleinen Mengen an Defekten durch äusseren
hydrostatischen Druck von einem anfänglich paramagnetischen Zustand bei
niedrigen Drücken in einen magnetisch geordneten Zustand bei hohen Drücken
überführt werden. Dieser druckinduzierte magnetisch geordnete Zustand ist
deutlich inhomogen. Das beobachtete Verhalten könnte der vorhergesagten
Entstehung einer Griffiths-Phase nahe der Quantenkritikalität entsprechen. Die
chemische Veränderung durch Bromierung erhöht den kritischen Druck und
verringert kritische Übergangstemperaturen und die Grösse der magnetischen
Momente.
Weiterhin
wird
die
Unmöglichkeit
demonstriert,
einen
z=1
Quantenphasenübergang durch äusseren hydrostatischen Druck im S=1
Quantenmagneten mit Spinlücke DTN zu induzieren. Es wird die Entstehung
magnetischer Ordnung bei der Anwendung hydrostatischen Drucks in
Myonenspinspektroskopie-Experimenten beobachtet. Mithilfe von Neutronendiffraktion konnte dieser Phasenübergang als temperaturunabhängige, irreversible
strukturelle Transformation in eine Hochdruckphase mit überlagerter
kommensurabler Superstruktur identifiziert werden.
Zuletzt wird der seiner Art erste vollständig chemische induzierte
Quantenphasenübergang in bromiertem DTN vorgestellt, wie er durch inelastische
Neutronenstreuung und thermodynamische Messungen beobachtet wurde. Der
Phasenübergang ist qualitativ einem z=1 quantenkritischen Punkt ähnlich,
allerdings wurden unerwartete kritische Exponenten aus der kritischen Skalierung
der thermodynamischen und magnetischen Eigenschaften bestimmt.
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1 Introduction

1.1 Motivation
Quantum magnets have become the experimental and theoretical systems of
choice for the study of numerous concepts in magnetism and many-body quantum
physics, particularly collective excitations and quantum phase transitions [1].
Notably, gapped quantum magnets are ideal models of various types of quantum
critical points and phase transitions [1,2]. In contrast to classical transitions, which
are subject to thermal fluctuations, quantum phase transitions are characterized by
quantum fluctuations [1] and occur only at 𝑇 = 0. To drive a system to a quantum
phase transition and thus, across a quantum critical point, external parameters
different from temperature, such as magnetic field, pressure and chemical
composition, are needed.
Most of the early work on quantum magnets was performed on transition metal
oxides [3]. The energy scale of their magnetic interactions is typically very large
and it is difficult to influence such strong interactions by magnetic field, pressure
and chemical composition. For this reason, the discovery of quantum spin models
among organic transition metal halogenides, including spin chains [4], spin
ladders [5], two-dimensional [6,7] and three-dimensional spin networks [8] and
geometrically frustrated systems [9], was a breakthrough. The low magnetic
energy scales make these systems much more amenable to experimental
investigation than the traditional oxide systems. In addition, for many of the
metallo-organic quantum magnets, the growth of samples is usually rather simple
and inexpensive and reliable ways for introducing chemical substituents have
been developed [10].
Some of the most important experimental realizations of Bose-Einstein
condensation of magnons were found in organo-metallic gapped quantum
magnets [11-14]. There, an applied magnetic field reduces the spin excitation gap
via the Zeeman effect until it vanishes at a quantum critical point, where the
dispersion relation is then found to be of quadratic functional form. Qualitatively
different quantum phase transitions with a variety of theoretically predicted
unique properties [2,15-20] can be induced in gapped quantum magnets through a
continuous change of crucial magnetic ground state properties. In these transitions
the spectrum is expected to be linear at the quantum critical point. In reality, these
transitions could be achieved by the application of external pressure or the
introduction of chemical disorder. However, only a few studies have focused on
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the effect of external applied pressure, yet. To date the only known experimental
realizations of pressure-induced quantum phase transitions are TlCuCl3 [21-23]
and (C4H12N2)Cu2Cl6 (PHCC) [24,25]. More experiments have been carried out
on chemically disordered systems [3], still a disorder-induced quantum phase
transition was never observed in gapped quantum magnets.
The aim of this thesis is to search for and investigate these rare pressure- and
disorder-induced quantum phase transitions with their unique properties at the
quantum critical point and to compare the results to the existing theoretical
predictions. Two organo-metallic spin-gapped quantum magnets are chosen as
model systems:
The first system is the frustrated dimerized quasi two-dimensional quantum
magnet (C4H12N2)Cu2Cl6, abbreviated PHCC. The ground state is magnetically
disordered even at nearly zero temperature. PHCC is one of the rare materials
with a pressure-induced zero-field quantum phase transition [24,25]. Chemical
bond-disorder was demonstrated to be easily introduced into the system [26-29].
PHCC is therefore the perfect candidate to study the influence of disorder around
a zero-field quantum critical point.
The second system is NiCl2⋅4SC(NH2)2, abbreviated DTN, a gapped quantum
paramagnet known to be one of the best realizations of a field-induced BoseEinstein condensation of magnons [13,14,30]. It is chosen for the search of
another pressure-induced quantum phase transition because, due to its significant
magneto-elastic coupling [31], the system should be very amenable to external
pressure. Further, bond-disorder in DTN, the disordered material written as
DTNX, is known to decrease the spin gap [32,33]. Therefore it is also a candidate
to look out for a completely disorder-induced quantum phase transition.
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1.2 Thesis structure
The thesis is structured as follows:
Chapter 2 sets up the theoretical concepts and background which form the basis
of this work. After establishing the basics of classical and quantum magnetism
and the main interactions spins in a solid are subject to, magnetic phase transitions
are presented, followed by an introduction to the critical behavior in the vicinity
of a quantum critical point. Subsequently, gapped quantum antiferromagnets as
experimental model systems and the quantum phase transitions that such systems
are likely to undergo are described. Particularly two model systems are important
for this work. The first one is the weakly-coupled Heisenberg S=1/2 quasi-2d
dimer system, the second one is the Heisenberg S=1 three-dimensional interacting
spin system with strong easy-plane single-ion anisotropy. The general properties
of these systems are outlined, that means properties of their magnetic ground state
and magnetically ordered phases. A first insight into experimental realizations of
such systems and the state of current research is given.
Various experimental techniques were used to detect and investigate new
magnetic phases in the model systems. They are described in chapter 3. As main
techniques muon spin measurements and neutron scattering were applied. The
respective theoretical basics and instrument setups for both are discussed in detail.
To study scaling properties in the vicinity of a quantum critical point,
thermodynamic techniques were used. Whereas muon spin measurements probe
magnetic fields on a microscopic scale, neutron scattering and thermodynamic
measurements provide information about the magnetic moment averaged over the
whole sample. Therefore, the use of these techniques is mutually complementary.
Furthermore, x-ray techniques that were used in order to characterize the samples
are specified. Accessing high pressures and a wide range of low temperatures was
essential for the experiments in this thesis. Hence, some remarks about
experiments under high pressure and methods to reach and control low
temperatures conclude the chapter.

The focus of this thesis is on the study of zero-field phase transitions in gapped
quantum antiferromagnets.
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In chapter 4, µSR is used to study the phase diagram of bond-disordered PHCX
around a pressure-induced z=1 quantum critical point. It is investigated if the
pressure-induced quantum phase transition exists also in the bond-disordered
PHCX and if so, what can be learned about the nature of the pressure-induced
magnetic phase.
In chapter 5, the gapped S=1 quantum paramagnet DTN, which is a promising
candidate for a pressure-induced quantum phase transition, is studied. It is
investigated whether DTN shows a pressure-induced phase transition and if this is
the case, whether the transition is of first or second order. As main techniques,
µSR and neutron diffraction are used.
In chapter 6, inelastic neutron scattering is used to examine if by introduction of
chemical bond-disorder the gapped S=1 system DTN can be tuned to zero-field
quantum criticality at ambient pressure. Critical properties are analyzed with
thermodynamic methods and the transition temperature of DTNX in the gapless
phase is determined with muon spin techniques.
Each one of these chapters includes an introduction to the specific problems and
questions that will be addressed, a detailed description and characterization of the
crystallographic and magnetic properties of the investigated model systems and an
overview of the state of research concerning these systems. Then, the crystal
growth, experiments and results are presented and discussed. Each of the chapters
ends with a conclusion.

The results and the main conclusions of this thesis are summarized again in
chapter 7, including a short experimental outlook on zero-field quantum phase
transitions in gapped quantum magnets.
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2.1 Magnetism and magnetic phase transitions
In condensed matter systems, magnetic effects occur if two crucial criteria are
met: magnetic moments are needed and these moments must interact with each
other. By now, the principles of classical magnetism are well understood.
Quantum effects, however, which arise and are enhanced due to low
dimensionality and competing interactions, are very much a topic of recent
research.
This chapter introduces the main concepts of magnetic thermal and quantum
phase transitions that are relevant for this thesis. The chapter is based on the
following text books and reviews [1,34-37], where more detailed descriptions of
phase transitions and particularly quantum phase transitions can be found.

2.1.1 Spin interactions
Macroscopic magnetic effects in condensed matter are based on two prerequisites:
Electrons and atoms possess magnetic moments and these moments interact with
external fields, the internal crystal field and other magnetic moments. Different
from the behavior of isolated spins, these interactions give rise to magnetism and
magnetic order as a collective phenomenon.
The following discussion is limited to insulating solids, where electrons and hence
spins are localized. The interaction between nuclear and electronic spins is
neglected for the reason that nuclear magnetic moments are three orders of
magnitude smaller than electronic magnetic moments. The notation of the spin
operator and the spin quantum number will be
𝑆
𝑆
𝑺=
𝑆
and 𝑆, respectively.
Heisenberg model
According to the Bohr-van-Leeuwen theorem, collective magnetic effects cannot
be understood in a classical way [34]. The interaction of magnetic moments is
therefore of quantum mechanical nature.
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A good model to describe the magnetic interactions in solid insulators is the
Heisenberg model [38]. In this model it is assumed that magnetic moments, e. g.
spin-carrying electrons, are localized at lattice sites and the angular moment is
quenched by the local surrounding. Thus, the dynamics of the electron system are
only determined by the spins’ degrees of freedom. Assuming further that the
direction of spins is isotropically distributed, the Heisenberg Hamiltonian is:

𝐻=−

𝐽 𝑺𝒊 ∙ 𝑺𝒋 ,
,

with the exchange constant 𝐽 and the 𝑖-th and 𝑗-th spins 𝑺𝒊 and 𝑺𝒋 . For 𝐽 > 0
the interaction of two spins is ferromagnetic, for 𝐽 < 0 it is antiferromagnetic.
Heisenberg spins are always treated as three-dimensional. Also, the lattice
dimensionality and exchange interaction strength of real magnetic materials is
naturally three-dimensional. However, the behavior of magnetic materials often
approximates that of low-dimensional systems. For exchange interactions that
dominate in one dimension, materials are said to be one-dimensional spin chains.
Systems are two-dimensional if mostly intra-planar exchange interactions
contribute and inter-planar exchange interactions are negligible. In these cases, the
Hamiltonian above can already be strongly specified. Nevertheless, there remain
antiferromagnets with anisotropic exchange interaction strengths, where
complicated further neighbor interactions have to be considered.
Single-ion anisotropy
Single-ion anisotropy is a result of the interaction between the orbital states of a
magnetic ion and the strong surrounding crystalline field. In addition to the spin 𝑺,
an electron has an orbital angular momentum 𝑳 that interacts with the spin. This
interaction is known as spin-orbit coupling. Only the total angular momentum
𝑱 = 𝑳 + 𝑺 is conserved. The ions in a crystal produce an electrostatic crystal field.
Its spatial charge distribution affects the electron's probability density and, as a
result, the energy of the individual orbitals. Therefore, previously degenerate
energy levels of the electron split depending on the crystal symmetry. It turns out
that electron states with 𝑳 = 0 are preferred if the crystal-field interactions are
much stronger than the spin-orbit coupling. This effect is known as quenching of
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the orbital moment and as a result it is sufficient to consider the spin only. In real
materials the degeneracy is usually not fully lifted and the spin-orbit coupling
cannot be ignored completely. Nevertheless, it can be treated as a small
perturbation if the crystal-field interaction is strong enough. Then, one
consequence is the introduction of a new term in the spin Hamiltonian, namely the
single-ion anisotropy 𝐷(𝑆 ) . In a material with large single-ion anisotropy
orbital moments are strongly coupled to the lattice and prefer ordering along a
certain direction.
Exchange interactions
Magnetic dipolar interactions are often too weak to account for the ordering of
most magnetic materials. Instead, long range magnetic order is due to spinindependent electrostatic Coulomb interactions. The Pauli principle requires the
total wave function of two electrons, including the radial and the spin part, to be
antisymmetric with respect to an exchange of the two electrons. The result is that
the symmetric bonding orbital comes along with the antisymmetric singlet state,
and the antisymmetric antibonding state, accordingly, with the symmetric triplet
state of the electron. It follows that the singlet ground state is favored since the
bonding orbital is energetically lower than the antibonding one. However, the
electrons in two magnetic ions rarely interact with each other directly, due to the
short range of this so-called direct exchange. Instead, in ionic solids, a mechanism
known as superexchange is active. It can be defined as an indirect exchange
interaction between non-neighboring magnetic ions that is mediated by a nonmagnetic ion which is placed inbetween the magnetic ions.
Frustration
In some spin systems with competing interactions and low dimensionality it is not
always possible to satisfy all interactions and to find a ground state. In this case,
there is no unique ground state anymore; instead a variety of similar low energy
states is formed. The system is then said to show frustration. The conflict of
minimizing the exchange interaction energies associated with different spin pairs
is mainly due to the crystal lattice topology and the presence of competing
further-neighbor interactions [34,35]. Antiferromagnetic systems with an odd
number of bonds in the unit cell of the underlying lattice are frustrated spin
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systems. This applies to triangular and kagomé type lattices in two dimensions or,
in three dimensions, pyrochlore lattices in which the magnetic ions occupy a
lattice of corner sharing tetrahedra [34]. However, frustration in spin systems is
also observed for non-geometrical reasons, e.g. in the case of bond and sitedisorder in a crystal lattice [35].
To illustrate the concept of frustration, a lattice with only nearest-neighbor
antiferromagnetic interactions is considered. The only possible orientation of
spins shall be either "up" or "down". On the square lattice (Fig. 2.1.1.1a) it is
easily possible to satisfy the requirement that nearest-neighbor spins must be
antiparallel. However, on a triangular lattice (Fig. 2.1.1.1b) and if two adjacent
spins are placed antiparallel, one is faced with a dilemma for the third spin.
Whichever choice is made, one of the two neighbors will not have their energy
minimized. The system therefore cannot achieve a state that entirely satisfies its
microscopic constraints. Instead it possesses a multiplicity of equally unsatisfied
states.
a)

b)

Figure 2.1.1.1: Competing exchange interactions that cannot be satisfied at the
same time cause frustration in localized magnetic moments. a) For a twodimensional square antiferromagnetic spin lattice all spin interactions can be
satisfied. b) A two-dimensional triangular antiferromagnetic spin lattice is a
simple example to illustrate the idea of frustration. In the ground state, two of the
spins can be antiparallel, but the third one cannot. Thus, frustration enhances
fluctuations in real magnetic materials and as a result, magnetic ordering is
suppressed [2,20,34,35].
Systems in which frustration plays an important role are believed to not order at
zero temperature but to display a classical ground state with macroscopic
degeneracy, described as paramagnetism in which only short-range correlations
between spins are found for all temperatures [2,20].
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2.1.2 Thermal and quantum phase transitions
Any physical system aims at reducing its internal energy and at the same time
maximizing its entropy. The configuration that optimizes these two requirements
is called a phase. Transitions between phases occur in general if an external
parameter 𝑔 is changed.
Phase transitions that involve, besides other characteristics, a phase mix of the old
and new phase are called first-order phase transitions. For second-order or
continuous phase transitions there is no phase coexistence at the critical parameter
𝑔 , the two phases rather become indistinguishable. When approaching the
transition point, the typical length and time scales of fluctuations in the system
diverge, leading to singularities in many physical quantities. More formally, one
can define such a phase transition as the occurrence of a singularity in the
thermodynamic quantities as a function of the external parameter 𝑔. In addition, a
continuous phase transition can usually be characterized by an order parameter, a
concept first introduced by Landau. The order parameter is a thermodynamic
quantity that is zero in a disordered phase and non-zero and non-unique in an
ordered phase.
Though a system with delocalized electrons, the behavior of a ferromagnet like
iron is a well-known example of a continuous classical magnetic phase transition
driven by thermal fluctuations: At low temperatures, the constituent spins are
spontaneously aligned as a result of the local magnetic fields from neighboring
spins. Thermal fluctuations act against such local fields, inducing random
reorientation of the spins. As the temperature increases, thermal fluctuations grow
and the net magnetization in the ordered state, which is the order parameter in this
case, continuously decreases. The magnetization drops to zero at a critical
temperature 𝑇 . In the case of iron, this is 1043 K. In a narrow temperature range
around 𝑇 , thermal fluctuations of the spins extend over all length scales of the
material.
Understanding the properties of phase transitions, particularly in the critical
region around 𝑔 , has been a great challenge in physics. The theoretical concepts
established during this development, such as the Landau theory of phase
transitions, spontaneous symmetry breaking, scale invariance and renormalization
group theory [34,35,37,39] now belong to the central paradigms of modern
physics. In the last decades considerable attention concentrated on a class of phase
transitions that is qualitatively different from thermal phase transitions like in the
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example above. These new transitions occur at zero temperature when a nonthermal parameter like magnetic field, pressure or chemical composition is
changed. If one of the phases is spin-gapped, the gap may go to zero as
𝑔 approaches 𝑔 [40]. The fluctuations which destroy the long-range magnetic
order in these transitions cannot be of thermal nature since thermal fluctuations do
not exist at zero temperature. Instead, they are quantum fluctuations which are a
consequence of Heisenberg’s uncertainty principle. For this reason, phase
transitions at zero temperature are called quantum phase transitions in contrast to
thermal or classical phase transitions at finite temperature.

2.1.3 Critical behavior
While the thermodynamic average of the order parameter is zero in the disordered
phase, its fluctuations are non-zero. When the critical point at 𝑔 is approached,
the spatial correlations of the order parameter fluctuations become long-ranged.
Close to the critical point their length scale, the correlation length 𝜉, diverges as
𝜉 ∝ |𝑡|

,

where 𝜈 is the correlation length critical exponent and 𝑡 = |𝑔 − 𝑔 |/𝑔 is a
dimensionless measure of the distance from the critical point. For example,
if the transition occurs at a non-zero temperature 𝑇 , it can be defined as
𝑡 = |𝑇 − 𝑇 |/𝑇 .
In addition to the long-range correlations in space there are analogous long-range
correlations of the order parameter fluctuations in time. The typical time scale for
a decay of the fluctuations is the correlation or equilibrium time 𝜏 . As the critical
point is approached, the correlation time diverges as
𝜏 ∝ 𝜉 ∝ |𝑡|

,

where 𝑧 is the dynamical critical exponent. Close to the critical point there is no
characteristic length scale other than 𝜉 and no characteristic time scale other than
𝜏 .
For this reason, the physical properties must be unchanged if all lengths in the
system are rescaled by a common factor and at the same time the external
parameters are adjusted in such a way that the correlation length retains its old
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value. This observation gives rise to the homogeneity relation for the free energy
density
𝑓(𝑡, 𝐵) = 𝑏

𝑓 𝑡𝑏

/

, 𝐵𝑏

.

Here, 𝑦 is another critical exponent and 𝑑 is the space dimensionality of the
system under study. The scale factor 𝑏 is an arbitrary positive number. Analogous
scaling laws for other thermodynamic quantities can be obtained by differentiating
the free energy.
In addition to the critical exponents 𝜈, 𝑦 and 𝑧, a number of other exponents is in
common use (Tab. 2.1.2.1). They describe the dependence of the order parameter
and its correlations on the distance from the critical point. Not all critical
exponents are independent from each other; the four thermodynamic exponents
can all be obtained from the free energy and are connected by scaling relations.
Analogously, the exponents of the correlation length and correlation function are
connected by so-called hyperscaling relations. Only the dynamical critical
exponent 𝑧 is independent.
exponent

Definition

specific heat

𝛼

𝑐 ∝ |𝑡|

order parameter

𝛽

𝑚 ∝ |𝑡|

susceptibility

𝛾

𝜒 ∝ |𝑡|

critical isotherm
correlation
length
correlation
function
dynamical
critical exponent

𝛿

𝐵 ∝ |𝑚| sign(𝑚)

Conditions
𝑡 → 0, 𝐵 = 0
𝑡 → 0 from below, 𝐵 = 0
𝑡 → 0, 𝐵 = 0
𝐵 → 0, 𝑡 = 0

𝜈

𝜉 ∝ |𝑡|

𝑡 → 0, 𝐵 = 0

𝜂

𝐺(𝑟) ∝ |𝑟|

𝑡 = 0, 𝐵 = 0

𝑧

𝜏 ∝𝜉

𝑡 → 0, 𝐵 = 0

Table 2.1.2.1: Definitions of the commonly used critical exponents in their usual
notation. For example, for a field-induced magnetic transition, the order
parameter 𝑚 is the magnetization 〈𝑀〉 and the conjugate field is the magnetic
field 𝐵. The exponent 𝑦 is related to 𝛿 by 𝑦 = 𝑑𝛿/(1 + 𝛿). Definitions are
given according to [37].
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The set of critical exponents completely characterizes the critical behavior at a
particular phase transition. A remarkable feature of continuous phase transitions is
their universality, the fact that the critical exponents are the same for entire classes
of phase transitions which may occur in very different physical systems. These
universality classes are determined only by the symmetries of their Hamiltonian
and the special dimensionality 𝑑 of the system. It turns out that fluctuations
become increasingly important if the dimensionality of the system is
reduced [1,34,35].
Quantum mechanics is not necessary in order to describe the critical behavior in
temperature driven thermal phase transitions. However, it does play a role at zero
temperature when the transition occurs as a function of a non-thermal parameter,
for example pressure 𝑝. For quantum phase transitions, the homogeneity law can
be generalized to
𝑓(𝑡, 𝐵) = 𝑏

(

)

𝑓 𝑡𝑏

/

, 𝐵𝑏

.

Comparing this relation to the classical homogeneity law directly shows that a
quantum phase transition in 𝑑 spatial dimensions is equivalent to a classical
transition in 𝑑 + 𝑧 spatial dimensions.
This general scaling picture can be used to discuss the physics in the vicinity of a
quantum critical point: There are two possible qualitative phase diagrams,
depending on the existence or non-existence of long-range order at finite
temperatures [37]. These phase diagrams are schematically shown in Fig. 2.1.2.1.
In the first type of phase diagram an ordered phase exists at finite temperatures
(Fig. 2.1.2.1a). Classical fluctuations dominate in the vicinity of the phase
boundary. This region becomes narrower with decreasing temperature. An
experiment performed along path (a) will therefore observe a crossover from
quantum critical behavior away from the transition to classical critical behavior
asymptotically close to it. At very low temperatures, the classical region may
become so narrow that it is actually unobservable in an experiment. In the
quantum disordered region with low temperatures and 𝑔 > 𝑔 the physics is
dominated by quantum fluctuations, the system essentially looks as in its quantum
disordered ground state. In contrast, in the thermally disordered region the longrange order is destroyed mainly by thermal fluctuations. Between the quantum
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disordered and the thermally disordered regions is the so-called quantum critical
region [37], where both types of fluctuations are important. In an experiment
carried out along path (b) the physics will therefore be dominated by the critical
fluctuations which diverge according to the temperature scaling at the quantum
critical point.
The second type of phase diagram (Fig. 2.1.2.1b) occurs if no ordered phase exists
at finite temperatures, as it can be the case for some quantum antiferromagnets.
An experiment along path (a) will show a very sharp crossover which becomes
more pronounced with decreasing temperature. Furthermore, the system will
display quantum critical behavior in the above-mentioned quantum critical region
close to the critical 𝑔 and at higher temperatures. Both quantum and thermal
fluctuations are important in the quantum critical region extending into the finite
𝑇-part along (b).
a)

b)

Figure 2.1.2.1: Schematic phase diagrams in the vicinity of a quantum critical
point. a) An ordered phase exists at finite temperatures. b) Order does not exist at
finite temperatures. The solid lines mark the boundary between ordered and
disordered phase. The figure is adapted from [37].
A large number of theoretical and experimental studies of quantum phase
transitions in condensed matter systems have been carried out, including some
studies of quantum phase transitions in gapped quantum antiferromagnets [41],
which will be addressed in the next section.
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2.2 Gapped quantum antiferromagnets
This chapter gives an introduction to the concept of gapped quantum
antiferromagnets as well as the quantum phase transitions that such systems are
likely to undergo. Finally, two special cases of gapped quantum antiferromagnets
are presented, which will be relevant for chapters 4, 5 and 6.
Quantum magnets are defined as interacting spin systems in which long-range
magnetic order is destroyed even at zero temperature by quantum
fluctuations [37,40]. Quantum fluctuations are enhanced in systems with low spin
quantum numbers and reduced dimensionality. Many low-dimensional and
geometrically frustrated antiferromagnets fall into this category. Since the ground
state is governed by short-ranged correlations but no long-range magnetic order,
all the information on the physics of these materials is contained in excitations.
Examples include the antiferromagnetic Heisenberg spin chains, including socalled Haldane chains [42,43], spin-Peierls systems [44,45], spin ladders [46,47],
weakly-coupled spin-dimer systems [48] and more complex frustrated
materials [49-51].
A significant number of quantum magnets have a gapped spin excitation
spectrum. In these materials, the only energy scale relevant for low-energy
physics is the spin gap Δ. The magnitude of the spin gap is the difference between
the energies of the lowest excited state and the spin-disordered ground state. In
general, a gap appears in the excitation spectrum if some kind of anisotropy is
present in the system or it can be purely quantum mechanical in origin [37].

2.2.1 Tuning the spin gap
The spin gap of gapped quantum magnets can be tuned by external parameters
such as magnetic field, pressure and chemical composition. Upon closing the gap,
the system undergoes a quantum phase transition. Gapped quantum magnets are
therefore important testing grounds to investigate quantum critical
behavior [1,19].
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Field-induced quantum phase transitions
The issue of closing the spin gap has been investigated in a wide variety of
systems, many of which were found to be rather close to the quantum phase
transition to an ordered state [1,37]. The first system to be discovered in which the
spin gap could be closed by application of a magnetic field was the
organometallic compound (C5H12N2)2Cu2Cl4 [34]. This material, originally
believed to have a two–leg ladder geometry, undergoes a quantum phase
transition at a critical magnetic field of 𝐻 = 6.6 T, and has been investigated
extensively to characterize the thermodynamic properties in the quantum critical
regime. Also, the Haldane chains CsNiCl3 and RbNiCl3 [34] presented an early
example of field-induced quantum phase transitions, where both static and
dynamic properties could be measured. Since then, more quantum phase
transitions in gapped quantum magnets have been found and studied, almost all of
them induced by an external applied magnetic field [1,37].
It is important to take the symmetry of a system into consideration, as it
determines which symmetry breaking and conserving phases can occur. However,
because the Zeeman term that arises from the application of an external magnetic
field commutes with the Hamiltonian of gapped quantum antiferromagnets, the
dynamical critical exponent at the quantum critical point of a field-induced
quantum phase transition is of z=2 type.
Pressure-induced quantum phase transitions
Compared to applying an external field, a different type of quantum critical point
can be induced in gapped quantum antiferromagnets by controlling the exchange
parameters so that the spin gap closes. In practice, this can be achieved in rare
cases by applying hydrostatic pressure. However, depending on the most affected
coupling, the spin gap may also increase. The main difference between the fieldinduced and the pressure-induced quantum critical point is that in the latter, the
spectrum in the system is linear even for perfect axial symmetry, so the dynamical
critical exponent is always z=1.
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Disorder-induced quantum phase transitions
Quantum magnets with disorder and randomness often exhibit behavior that is
qualitatively different from that of their disorder-free counterparts [19]. There are
several ways to introduce randomness in magnetic materials. The effect of site
disorder or site dilution is well understood. Randomly removing spins has
particularly severe consequences for gapped quantum paramagnets. Their nonmagnetic ground state is destroyed, and magnetic order often emerges at finite
temperatures through the formation of correlated clusters around the
impurities [15,19]. In contrast, the effect of random exchange interactions, or
bond disorder, is more subtle. In systems with a spin gap the ground state may
survive. However, materials close to a quantum-critical point are more drastically
affected: Even a small variation in the Hamiltonian parameters can lead to the
qualitative change of the ground state and to the modification of the set of critical
exponents, leading to a new universality class [15,19].
In addition, since disorder is supposed to have a comparable effect of altering
exchange constants as hydrostatic pressure does, the possibility was predicted to
tune spin interactions in a way that a z=1 quantum phase transition is induced by
chemical bond disorder alone.

2.2.2 Weakly-coupled Heisenberg S=1/2 quasi-2d dimer system
Two-dimensional Heisenberg models appear to be important in understanding the
high-𝑇 cuprate superconductors [34]. They are therefore of considerable interest
and have attracted a number of theoretical and experimental
investigations [40,41].
The two-dimensional S=1/2 Heisenberg antiferromagnet is often described as a
network of coupled S=1/2 spin pairs, so-called spin-dimers [20,34,40]. A single,
isolated dimer with antiferromagnetic coupling 𝐽 has an S=0 singlet ground state
and an excitation gap Δ separating it from the S=1 triplet excited state. If the
dimer is coupled to other dimers, this can be described by the following
Hamiltonian:

ℋ=

𝐽 𝑺𝟏,𝒍 ∙ 𝑺𝟐,𝒍 +

𝐽
〈

𝑺𝒎,𝒊 ∙ 𝑺𝒏,𝒋 ,

〉
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where 𝐽

is the intra-dimer exchange constant and 𝐽

is the inter-dimer

exchange constant, 𝑖 and 𝑗 enumerate the dimers, whereas 𝑚 and 𝑛 correspond to
the spins within the dimer. For 𝐽 > 𝐽

the ground state consists of weakly-

coupled singlet states (Fig. 2.2.2.1a).
a)

b)

c)

Figure 2.2.2.1: Schematic view of a) the spin dimer ground state in a twodimensional square lattice model and b) potential field-induced and c) pressureinduced magnetically ordered state. The figure is adapted from [52].
An isolated dimer would have no dispersion, however, due to inter-dimer
exchange, the excitations can hop along the lattice. Assuming a square lattice of
dimers with a lattice constant 𝑎 and a uniform nearest-neighbor inter-dimer
exchange constant 𝐽

, the spin dispersion relation can be written as:
ℏ𝜔 = Δ + 𝐽

cos(𝑘 𝑎) + cos 𝑘 𝑎 .

In this model, 𝒌 = (𝑘 , 𝑘 ) is the wave vector. The bandwidth of the dispersion
in this model is 4 𝐽
(Fig. 2.2.2.2a).
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a)

b)

c)

Figure 2.2.2.2: Schematic dispersion relation according to a) the model discussed
in the text and b) for field- and c) pressure-induced quantum phase transitions.
The quantum critical points at the antiferromagnetic zone center have dynamical
critical exponents z=2 and z=1, respectively. The figure is adapted from [52].
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Well-known examples for weakly coupled dimers systems are the Cu2+compounds KCuCl3, TlCuCl3 and (C4H12N2)Cu2Cl6 (PHCC) [6,7,11,12,20,48],
which can be described as systems of weakly coupled dimers in three dimensions,
although not in precisely the same spatial pattern as in Fig. 2.2.2.1. In these
compounds, two Cu2+-ions are coupled by superexchange interactions and form a
spin dimer. The dimer ground state is a spin singlet with S=0. The excited triplet
state with S=1 is separated from the ground state by a spin gap and the excitations
created on a dimer propagate through the network of dimers because of weak
inter-dimer exchange coupling.
Weakly-coupled dimer systems like the compounds above have been a fertile
ground for the study of quantum phase transitions, since a dimer lattice is one of
the simplest models, which under certain conditions exhibits very interesting
physics, such as Bose-Einstein condensation of magnons and pressure-induced
quantum criticality [24,25,53].
An applied external magnetic field adds a Zeeman term ℋ to the Hamiltonian
above:

ℋ = −𝑔𝜇 𝜇 𝐻

𝑆

where 𝜇 is the Bohr magneton, 𝜇 is the permeability constant and 𝑔 is the gfactor. A Zeeman-splitting of the three-degenerate triplet excited state into three
components 𝑆 = +1, 0, −1 is the result (Fig. 2.2.2.2b). At the critical field 𝐻 ,
the lowest triplet component becomes energetically degenerate with the ground
state as shown in Fig. 2.2.2.2. This field-tuned closing of the spin gap induces a
z=2 quantum phase transition to three-dimensional long range magnetic order that
breaks SO(2) symmetry. The new ground state of the ordered phase has two
essential properties: It possesses a field-induced staggered moment oriented in the
plane perpendicular to the field (Fig. 2.2.2.1b) and has a massless excitation
corresponding to the transverse fluctuations of this moment. The appropriate
description of this phase is a linear combination with the singlet of the lowest and
highest-lying triplet state. The triplet components of the mixed triplet-singlet state
can be regarded as diluted bosons and the quantum phase transition at 𝐻 can be
treated as Bose-Einstein condensation of low-lying magnons [20]. In this
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formulation, the critical exponents of thermodynamic properties such as the
magnetization in the ordered phase, are specified as a function of dimensionality
and magnon dispersion, and allow a characterization of the quantum critical
regime at finite temperatures.
Another way to close the spin gap and create long range magnetic order is to tune
the exchange constants in such a way that the inter-dimer coupling constants
become comparable to intra-dimer coupling. It is very difficult to achieve such a
tuning in real spin systems. However, in some rare cases, the application of
pressure is expected to have this effect [24,25,53]. Up until recently the only
realization of such a pressure-induced phase transition was known to be
TlCuCl3 [21,22,53]. With the discovery of the pressure-induced quantum phase
transition in PHCC [24,25], a second material is available. For these materials, the
Hamiltonian becomes pressure-dependent:

ℋ(𝑝) =

𝐽 (𝑝) 𝑺𝟏,𝒍 ∙ 𝑺𝟐,𝒍 +

𝐽
〈

(𝑝) 𝑺𝒎,𝒊 ∙ 𝑺𝒏,𝒋 .

〉

In this situation the gapped magnons of the quantum dimer phase remain triple
degenerate as the gap decreases, until at the pressure-induced quantum critical
point 𝑝 a phase with three spin waves (Fig. 2.2.2.2c) is obtained. A further
increase of the inter-dimer coupling leads to a conventional antiferromagnet with
two gapless transversal spin waves, so-called massless Goldstone modes of the
staggered order parameter, accompanied by one longitudinal mode which
develops again a gap and corresponds to amplitude fluctuations of the staggered
moment [20].
Both, field- and pressure-induced magnetic quantum phase transitions can be
interpreted as a condensation of low-lying magnon modes, whose linear
combination with the singlet describes the ground state of the ordered phase [20].
However, difference exists concerning the degeneracy of the magnon modes and
the breaking of rotational symmetry in the ordered phase. While the pressure
induced transition is characterized by two Goldstone modes and a spontaneous
breaking of the full SO(3) symmetry of the spin space, the field-induced transition
has only one Goldstone mode corresponding to a spontaneous breaking of SO(2)
symmetry in the plane normal to the applied field. The pressure-induced quantum
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critical point has a z=1 dynamical critical exponent, the field-induced quantum
critical point has a z=2 dynamical critical exponent. These features are responsible
for the differences between pressure- and field-induced quantum phase transitions
at the level of quantities such as critical exponents [1,20].
By introducing disorder, quantum critical points are modified, as has been
extensively discussed for the 𝑑=2 case within the framework of a diluted
bilayer [15]. The effect of bond disorder in this model has also been addressed for
a z=2 quantum critical point [32]. However, to date, there have been no
experimental studies of the z=1 quantum critical point in disordered Heisenberg
spin dimer systems, although many fascinating predictions exist, most
prominently, prior to the transition, a Griffiths-like regime [15,19] with rare
islands of local order.

2.2.3 Heisenberg S=1 three-dimensional interacting spin system with
strong easy-plane single-ion anisotropy
A one-dimensional line of spins is known as a spin chain [34,54,55]. Spin chains
can be approximately realized in crystals, if the crystal structure is such so as to
keep the chains reasonably far apart. The spins are Heisenberg spins if they are
free to point in any direction. Haldane conjectured that the ground state of the one
dimensional Heisenberg antiferromagnet has gapless excitations for half-odd
integer spins, whereas for integer spins the ground state is separated by a Haldane
spin gap from the excited states. Therefore, a one-dimensional chain of integer
spins is known as a Haldane chain.
However, all real materials have a non-zero inter-chain coupling 𝐽′ and in many
quantum magnets, the crystal field lifts the degeneracy in form of the single-ion
anisotropy 𝐷. The interacting S=1 spin systems are therefore said to be quasi-one
dimensional or even, for strong single-ion and exchange anisotropies threedimensional. Several of this S=1 quantum magnets with strong single-ion and
exchange anisotropies have been studied experimentally, such as Y2BaNiO5, or
the
organometallic
frameworks
Ni(C2H8N2)2(NO2)ClO4
(NENP),
Ni(C2H8N2)2Ni(CN)4 (NENC) and NiCl2⋅4SC(NH2)2 (DTN) [16,56].
These systems can be described by a spatially anisotropic Hamiltonian of S=1
spin operators with nearest-neighbor spin exchange interactions and on-site
single-ion anisotropy:
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ℋ=𝐽

𝑺𝒊 ∙ 𝑺𝒋 + 𝐽′
〈 〉∥

𝑺𝒊 ∙ 𝑺𝒋 + 𝐷

(𝑆 ) .

〈 〉

The first two sums are over all pairs of interacting spins 𝑖𝑗 along and
perpendicular to the chain direction, respectively. The third sum is over all lattice
sites 𝑖. Starting from a gapped Haldane phase, the interplay between single-ion
anisotropy, intra-chain and inter-chain coupling affects the ground state properties
of the Hamiltonian above (Fig. 2.2.3.1). New and unconventional quantum phases
and phenomena are realized, including for example the quantum paramagnet
ground state and field-induced Bose-Einstein condensation of magnetic
states [16].
For sufficiently strong easy-plane single-ion anisotropy, the ground state has been
shown to be a quantum paramagnet that does not order down to zero temperature.
The anisotropy in the S=1 system separates the local singlet ground state 𝑆 = 0
with a spin gap Δ from doublet excited states 𝑆 = ±1 similar to the singlet-triplet
states of spin dimers.
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Figure 2.2.3.1: a) Phase diagram in the 𝐷-𝐽’ plane with phase boundaries
indicated by the dotted lines. For small 𝐽’ and absolute values of 𝐷 the system is in
the Haldane phase. For sufficiently strong inter-chain couplings the Haldane gap
is quenched and three-dimensional long range magnetic order sets in, for 𝐷 = 0 a
Néel antiferromagnetic state, while axial (𝐷 < 0) and planar (𝐷 > 0) anisotropy
lead to Ising antiferromagnetic states and XY antiferromagnetic states,
respectively. The system enters the quantum paramagnetic phase for 𝐷 ≫ 1.
b) Phase diagram in the large 𝐷 regime of the 𝐷-𝐽’ plane. The figures are adapted
from [16].
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From a theoretical point of view, there are two ways of inducing a quantum phase
transition in such spin systems. Within the quantum paramagnetic phase the first
way is to apply a magnetic field along the z-axis that stabilizes one of the
𝑆 = ±1 doublet states. The Zeeman term

ℋ = −𝑔𝜇 𝜇 𝐻

𝑆 ,

where again 𝜇 is the Bohr magneton, 𝜇 is the permeability constant and 𝑔 is the
g-factor, lowers the energy of the 𝑆 = +1 state until the gap closes linearly in 𝐻
at a critical field 𝐻 . This leads to a quantum phase transition into a canted XY
antiferromagnetic phase that can be described as Bose-Einstein condensation,
which has been well demonstrated for DTN [14,16,31], the dynamical critical
exponent is therefore z=2.
A quantum phase transition can also take place from the gapped nonmagnetic
ground state to a long-range magnetically ordered state when the effective
Hamiltonian parameters are changed according to the phase diagram in
Fig. 2.2.3.1. The application of hydrostatic pressure is one possibility to tune the
exchange constants and the single-ion anisotropy (Fig. 2.2.3.2). This has been
demonstrated for NENP [57]. In addition to external pressure, chemical disorder
is thought to have an influence on the average exchange and anisotropy constants,
especially for molecule-based quantum magnets [10].
By approaching the zero-field quantum critical point, the two branches of the spin
doublet remain degenerate. The dynamical critical exponent for the quantum
phase transitions at zero magnetic field is z=1 with the quantum critical point in
three dimensions and the spontaneous breaking of O(2) symmetry [17,18],
opposed to the field-induced quantum critical point that belongs to the BoseEinstein condensate universality class with z=2. In the long-range ordered canted
antiferromagnetic phase one of the branches remains a gapless Goldstone mode
whereas it is predicted that the other mode develops a gap to the lowest excitation
and is a longitudinal mode [17].
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a)

b)

Figure 2.2.3.2: Theoretically predicted z=1 excitation gap for a model system like
DTN [17] in dependence of a) single-ion anisotropy and b) external applied
pressure. The solid line shows the excitation gap for the longitudinal and
transverse mode left and right from zero, respectively. Dashed lines represent
calculated inelastic neutron scattering intensities for both modes. 𝐷 is the critical
value of anisotropy at which the zero-field quantum phase transition is expected.
The critical pressure 𝑝 is estimated to be realized at about 15% of inter-chain
exchange interaction enhancement. The figure is adapted from [17].
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The relevant experimental environments and techniques for this work
are introduced. In order to determine the magnetic properties of the
systems under study, muon spin techniques, neutron scattering, x-ray
and thermodynamic measurements were used at low-temperatures
and, partly, high pressures. The chapter gives an overview of the
respective theoretical background and instrumentation.
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3.1 Muon spin techniques
Muon spin rotation, relaxation and resonance techniques, denoted collectively as
the µSR techniques, provide information on an atomic level on the chemical and
physical properties of condensed-matter systems. Spin-polarized muons are
implanted into a sample and the effects of the local environment on the behavior
of the muon spins are observed. Detailed descriptions of the µSR technique can be
found in [58].

3.1.1 Properties of the muon
The muon is an elementary particle and a lepton like the electron. Muon spin
techniques rest on the principle of parity violation by the weak interaction
responsible for the decay of pions and muons [59]. The muon is a product of the
pion decay, see also section 3.1.2. In nature, muons of positive and negative
electric charge exist, however, here only the positive muon is considered. After a
lifetime of approximately 2 µs the muon spontaneously disintegrates by betadecay into a positron and two neutrinos:
𝜇 + → 𝑒 + + 𝜈𝑒 + ̅̅̅.
𝜈𝜇
The probability 𝑊(𝜃) of emission of the positron, the only decay particle that is
detected, is larger along the direction of the muon spin than along the opposite
direction (Fig. 3.1.1.1a); this is due to the non-conservation of parity in the weak
nuclear interaction that drives the muon decay:
𝑊(𝜃) ∝ [1 + 𝑎𝑎𝑠 (𝜀)cos(𝜃)].
The positron is most likely emitted along the muon spin axis when 𝑎𝑎𝑠 (𝜀) > 0.
The asymmetry parameter 𝑎𝑎𝑠 (𝜀) varies with the positron kinetic energy
(Fig. 3.1.1.1b). The positrons that acquire maximum allowed kinetic energy 𝐸𝑚𝑎𝑥
are therefore the most desirable ones.
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a)

b)

Figure 3.1.1.1: a) Angular distribution of the positrons resulting from the parityviolating anisotropic muon decay for different positron kinetic energies. The
outer-rightmost curve is for the highest-energy emitted positron. When all
positron energies are sampled with equal probability, the integrated asymmetry
parameter has the value 1/3 (red curve). b) Energy distribution of the positron as
a function of its kinetic energy normalized to 𝐸𝑚𝑎𝑥 (left). The maximum energy
𝐸𝑚𝑎𝑥 is 52.3 MeV. The distribution vanishes for 𝜀 > 1. The asymmetry parameter
as a function of the kinetic energy normalized to 𝐸𝑚𝑎𝑥 (right). The figures are
adapted from [58].
Clearly, there is a correlation between the direction of emission of the positron
and the spin of the muon at decay time. Due to the absence of quadrupolar electric
moment (spin 1/2) the muon does not couple to the electric field gradients.
Instead, in case the spin direction of the muon is known at the time of its birth and
death, its temporal evolution can be used as a local measure of the magnetic field.
Then, the muon acts as a sensitive magnetometer thanks to its physical properties
(Tab. 3.1.1.1).
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mass at rest 𝑚𝜇

207𝑚𝑒 = 1.8835 ∙ 10−28 kg

electric charge 𝑞𝜇

𝑒 = 1.6022 ∙ 10−19 C

lifetime 𝜏𝜇

2.1970 μs

magnetic dipole moment 𝜇𝜇

8.8906𝜇𝑁 = 4.4904 ∙ 10−26 JT -1

spin 𝑆𝜇

1/2ℏ

𝑔-factor 𝑔𝜇 

≈2

gyromagnetic ratio 𝛾𝜇 /2𝜋

135.5 MHzT -1

Table 3.1.1.1: Physical properties of the (positive) muon as published in [58].
The purpose of µSR experiments is to follow the muon polarization as a function
of time by detecting the spontaneous precession of the angular distribution of the
muons’ decay positrons. The muon thermalization process does not affect the
muon polarization. By collecting several million positrons, the time dependence
of the muon polarization function can be reconstructed, which reflects the spatial
and temporal distribution of the magnetic fields at the muon sites.

3.1.2 Muon production, beamlines and experimental setups
For the production of spin-polarized muon beams, a proton beam that is provided
by an accelerator is directed at a target to produce pions. The following reactions
take place between the protons of the beam and the protons and neutrons of the
target:
𝑝 + 𝑝 → 𝜋 + + 𝑝 + 𝑛,
𝑝 + 𝑛 → 𝜋 + + 𝑛 + 𝑛.
The pion itself decays with a lifetime of 𝜏𝜇 = 26 ns into a muon and a muon
neutrino:
𝜋 + → 𝜇 + + 𝜈𝜇 .
For a pion at rest, the muon has its spin antiparallel to its momentum. If the pion
moves, the muon will be partly kinematically depolarized.
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The time distribution of the protons in the beam determines the time distribution
of the muons in the muon beam. Pseudo-continuous and pulsed beams exist.
Experiments for this thesis were conducted at the Swiss Muon Source (SµS) at the
Paul-Scherrer-Institute (PSI), which is a pseudo-continuous source. Therefore,
from now on only this type of beam source will be regarded.
In the pseudo-continuous case, the proton bunches are separated by a time interval
of a few tens of nanoseconds. A muon detector is placed in the muon beam close
to the sample, a clock is started when a muon passes through and the clock is
stopped again when the decay positron is detected. A histogram of the number of
such events is built versus time. There is only one muon in the setup at a given
instant, mixing is prevented. The intensity of the muon beam is controlled by
tuning the elements of the muon beam optics. Usually, a muon precession
frequency up to 600 MHz (4.4 T) can be detected. The time 𝑡0 after which
valuable data are available, is in the order of a nanosecond.
Regarding muon energies, three types of muon beams are available, the high
momentum beam (e. g. GPD, PSI), the surface muon beam (e. g. GPS, LTF, PSI)
and the low energy muon beam (LEM, PSI): For high momentum beams, pions
decay in flight. Muons are momentum-selected with a muon spin parallel to the
muon momentum due to pion backward decay. The spin polarization is 70%-80%.
The momentum can be between 50 and 100 MeV/𝑐. The stopping range in matter
is one to several grams per square centimeter of cross section. Samples with large
masses are needed for this kind of experiment, or additional material is utilized to
degrade the beam. Such beamlines are in use for specific experimental conditions,
e. g. pressure cells or special sample containers that the muons must penetrate
before reaching the sample. Surface muons result from pions decaying at rest with
the muon spin antiparallel to the muon momentum of 29.79 MeV/𝑐. The
polarization is nearly 100%. A separator is needed to remove contaminant
particles. This comes also with a small rotation angle of the muon polarization.
Surface muons are stopped by a small amount of matter and are used for most
applications. Finally, with low-energy muons thin films, nanomaterials and
multilayers can be studied. The muons stop in the first few hundred micrometers
of a sample. Only 100 mg to 200 mg of material per square centimeter of cross
section is therefore required.
There are two types of experimental geometries. In the transverse geometry (Fig.
3.1.2.1a), an external magnetic field 𝑩𝑒𝑥𝑡 is applied perpendicular to the initial
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muon beam spin polarization 𝑺µ . In the longitudinal geometry (Fig. 3.1.2.1b),
𝑩𝑒𝑥𝑡 is parallel to 𝑺µ . Zero-field experiments are considered as a special case of
longitudinal geometry measurements.
a)

b)

Figure 3.1.2.1: a) The transversal field experimental setup involves the
application of an external field perpendicular (transverse) to the initial direction
of the muon spin polarization. The muon spin precesses about the transverse field,
with a frequency that is proportional to the size of the field at the muon site in the
sample. b) The longitudinal field experimental setup involves the application of an
external magnetic field parallel to the initial direction of the muon spin
polarization. Here, the time evolution of the muon polarization along its original
direction is measured. Alternatively, such measurements may be performed in the
absence of an external field. A µSR zero-field experiment is a very sensitive
method of detecting weak internal magnetism that arises due to ordered magnetic
moments, or random fields that are static or fluctuating with time. The capability
of studying materials in zero external field is a tremendous advantage over other
magnetic resonance techniques. The figures are adapted from [58].
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3.1.3 µSR data analysis
In a simple time-differential measurement, an electronic clock is started when a
muon is implanted into the sample and stopped when the positron produced by the
muon is detected. The histogram is built from the positron counts against time
spent in the sample. In this section, the analysis of such histogram data is
described.
First, a transverse geometry experiment is considered. The effective initial
asymmetry depends on the experimental conditions. 𝑎𝑎𝑠 (𝜀) from above is
substituted by 𝑎0 . This initial asymmetry 𝑎0 is an experimental parameter with a
typical value of 0.25. The positron counts at 𝑡𝑛 are then written as:

𝑁(𝑡𝑛 ) = 𝑁0 exp (−

𝑡𝑛
𝜏𝜇 [1 + 𝑎0 cos(𝜔𝜇 𝑡𝑛 + 𝜑)]

).

𝑁0 is the scale of the number of counts, the exponential function accounts for the
finite life time of the muons. According to the Larmor equation, the muon spins
precess about the field (𝐵𝑙𝑜𝑐 = 𝐵𝑒𝑥𝑡 ) with
𝜃(𝑡𝑛 ) = 𝛾𝜇 𝐵𝑙𝑜𝑐 𝑡𝑛 = 𝜔𝜇 𝑡𝑛 .
Now, a forward (+) and a backward (-) detector are chosen. In the forward
direction the phase is 𝜑 = 0, in the backward direction 𝜑 = 𝜋. Therefore it can be
written as:
𝑁± (𝑡𝑛 ) = 𝑁0 exp (−

𝑡𝑛
𝜏𝜇 [1 ± 𝑎0 cos(𝜔𝜇 𝑡𝑛 )]

).

To account for effects as multi-site implantation, muon spin dynamics and field
distribution, a generalized normalized polarization function 𝑃𝑋𝑒𝑥𝑝 (𝑡𝑛 ) with
𝑃𝑋𝑒𝑥𝑝 (𝑡𝑛 )(𝑡 → 0) ≡ 1 is used that contains the physics of the compound under
study. The multiplicative coefficient 𝜂𝜇 with 0 < 𝜂𝜇 < 1 accounts for a missing
initial asymmetry fraction. The product 𝑎0 𝜂𝜇 is the effective initial asymmetry.
Most often, the two detectors are not equivalent. Therefore, the balance parameter
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𝛼𝑏𝑎𝑙 is introduced. It may also be that a time dependent background 𝑏elec,± must
be taken into consideration. Then:

𝑁± (𝑡𝑛 ) = 𝑁0 (exp(−

𝑡𝑛
) [1 ± 𝑎0 𝜂𝜇 𝑃𝑋𝑒𝑥𝑝 (𝑡𝑛 )] + 𝑏elec,± ).
𝜏𝜇

Only if the background is negligible, it is possible to directly extract
𝑎0 𝜂𝜇 𝑃𝑋𝑒𝑥𝑝 (𝑡𝑛 ), also called asymmetry, from the weighted difference:
𝑎0 𝜂𝜇 𝑃𝑋𝑒𝑥𝑝 (𝑡𝑛 ) =

𝑁+ (𝑡𝑛 ) − 𝛼𝑏𝑎𝑙 𝑁− (𝑡𝑛 )
.
𝑁+ (𝑡𝑛 ) + 𝛼𝑏𝑎𝑙 𝑁− (𝑡𝑛 )

Other corrections might be necessary for a detailed data treatment.
With this, the transverse field geometry was discussed. For the zero- or
longitudinal-field experiment follows accordingly:

𝑁± (𝑡𝑛 ) = 𝑁0 (exp(−

𝑡𝑛
) [1 ± 𝑎0 𝜂𝜇 𝑃𝑍𝑒𝑥𝑝 (𝑡𝑛 )] + 𝑏elec,± ).
𝜏𝜇

As mentioned above, the polarization function 𝑃(𝑡) monitors the properties of the
local magnetic field at the muon site. If all muons precess about the same field
𝑩𝑙𝑜𝑐 oriented at an angle 𝜃 from 𝑺µ , the Larmor equation for a longitudinal
geometry yields
𝑃𝑍 (𝑡) = cos 2 (𝜃) + sin2 (𝜃) cos(𝜔𝜇 𝑡), with 𝜔𝜇 = 𝛾𝜇 𝐵𝑙𝑜𝑐 = 2𝜋𝑓𝜇 𝐵𝑙𝑜𝑐 .
For a polycrystalline sample the spatial average of this equation yields in the
ordered magnetic state:

𝑃𝑍 (𝑡) =
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+ cos(𝜔𝜇 𝑡).
3 3
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With the Kubo-Toyabe function, an important analytical formula is found for
𝑃𝑍 (𝑡) if the field distribution is static, isotropic, Gaussian and no spontaneous
magnetic field is present, e. g. outside the ordered magnetic phase of a magnet:
𝛾𝜇2 Δ2𝐺,𝑍𝐹 𝑡 2
1 2
2
2
2
𝑃𝑍 (𝑡) = + (1 − 𝛾𝜇 Δ𝐺,𝑍𝐹 𝑡 ) exp (−
).
3 3
2

3.1.4 µSR in magnetic materials – advantages and limitations
In a magnetically ordered compound a spontaneous local magnetic field at
interstitial sites is expected. With µSR, this field can be measured in the absence
of any external fields. Also, magnetic fluctuations can be detected from the
picosecond to the microsecond time range. Another advantage of µSR is the ease
with which magnetic transitions are detected even for small magnetic moments.
µSR can very easily provide magnetic phase transition temperatures and the
magnitude of the magnetic moments. Thus, phase diagram determinations can be
carried out very efficiently. Compared to other microscopic techniques that also
provide a local probe of hyperfine fields (NMR, PAC, Mössbauer spectroscopy),
µSR is straight forward, the sample does not need to contain specific nuclei and
complicated sample environments (low temperatures, high applied magnetic fields
and pressures) are possible.
The limitations include the relatively large sample mass that is necessary for
experiments. Furthermore, it is not possible from µSR measurements to determine
a magnetic structure if the magnetic propagation vector is unknown. With the
knowledge of this vector, the application of space group theory and the
determination of the muon site, magnetic structures can be proposed from zerofield µSR. However, complimentary techniques, e. g. neutron scattering, provide
further insights where µSR techniques are limited.
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3.2 Neutron scattering
Neutron scattering is a technique to study the microscopic properties of condensed
matter. It covers an energy range complementary to other techniques such a µSR.
This chapter gives an introduction to the basic theoretical principles and a short
overview of the instrumentation.
The information presented here, as well as further reading, is available in various
textbooks [60-63].

3.2.1 Properties of the neutron
The neutron is an elementary particle and composed of one up and two down
quarks with charges of 2/3 and -1/3, respectively. The total electric charge of the
neutron is therefore zero. The internal structure, however, leads to an electric
charge distribution and in turn to the neutrons magnetic moment. Both properties
have important consequences for neutron scattering: The zero electric charge
leads to an absence of any long-range interactions like Coulomb interaction. For
this reason, the penetration depth of neutrons is long in contrast to charged
particles, which mainly probe a thin layer at the material’s surface. Because the
neutron passes the electronic cloud of atoms, it directly sees the position of the
nuclei. Also, the large penetration depth makes the use of sample environments
such as pressure cells possible. On the other hand, the non-zero magnetic moment
of the neutron couples to the magnetic moment of free or unpaired electrons,
giving an image of magnetic structures and probing magnetic excitations.
mass at rest 𝑚𝑛

1839𝑚𝑒 = 1.6749 ∙ 10−27 kg

electric charge 𝑞𝑛

0

lifetime 𝜏𝑛

880.0(9) s

magnetic dipole moment 𝜇𝑛

−1.91𝜇𝑁 = −0.9662 ∙ 10−26 JT -1

spin 𝑆𝑛

1/2ℏ

𝑔-factor 𝑔𝑛 

≈ −3.8

radius

1.7 ∙ 10−15 m

Table 3.2.1.1: Physical properties of the neutron as published in [60,61].
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3.2.2 Scattering cross-section
The scattering cross-section is the relevant physical quantity in a neutron
scattering experiment and provides information about microscopic properties of a
sample.

𝒌 = 𝒌𝒊 − 𝒌𝒇
ℏ𝜔 = 𝐸𝑖 − 𝐸𝑓
𝒑𝒊 = ℏ𝒌𝒊

𝒑𝒇 = ℏ𝒌𝒇

ℏ2 𝑘𝑖2
𝐸𝑖 =
2𝑚

ℏ2 𝑘𝑓2
𝐸𝑓 =
2𝑚

𝜎𝑖

𝜎𝑓

Figure 3.2.2.1: Scheme of a scattering experiment. Energy and momentum
conservation apply, the transferred energy and momentum are ℏ𝜔 and k,
respectively.
When a neutron beam with incident energy 𝐸𝑖 hits the target sample, the
differential scattering cross-section

𝑑²𝜎
𝑑Ω𝑑 𝐸𝑓

gives the number of neutrons scattered

per second into the solid angle Ω with final energies from the interval
[𝐸𝑓 ;𝐸𝑓 + 𝑑𝐸𝑓 ] normalized to the incoming flux of neutrons. At such an event, the
neutron’s momentum, energy and spin change from 𝑘𝑖 to 𝑘𝑓 , 𝐸𝑖 to 𝐸𝑓 and 𝜎𝑖 to 𝜎𝑓 ,
respectively. The scattering system transits from the initial state 𝜆𝑖 to the final
state 𝜆𝑓 . The cross-section depends directly on the probability of this transition
that in quantum mechanics is given by Fermi’s Golden Rule:

∑𝑇
𝑘𝑓

𝑘𝑖 ,𝜆𝑖 →𝑘𝑓 ,𝜆𝑓

=

|𝒌𝒇 |
2
|⟨𝑘𝑓 𝜎𝑓 𝜆𝑓 |𝑉|𝑘𝑖 𝜎𝑖 𝜆𝑖 ⟩| ,
|𝒌𝒊 |
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with the interaction potential 𝑉 between the neutron and the target sample. Then
the cross section is
𝑑2 𝜎

𝑚

𝑑Ω𝑑𝐸𝑓

= (2𝜋ℏ)

2 |𝒌 |
𝒇

2

|⟨𝑘𝑓 𝜎𝑓 𝜆𝑓 |𝑉|𝑘𝑖 𝜎𝑖 𝜆𝑖 ⟩| 𝛿 (𝐸𝜆𝑖 − 𝐸𝜆𝑓 + 𝐸𝑖 − 𝐸𝑓 ).
|𝒌 |
𝒊

Summation over all possible initial and final states of the system gives
𝑑2 𝜎
𝑑Ω𝑑𝐸𝑓

𝑚

2

2

|𝒌 |

𝒇
= (2𝜋ℏ) ∑𝜆𝑖 𝑝𝜆𝑖 ∑𝜆𝑓  |𝒌 | |⟨𝑘𝑓 𝜎𝑓 𝜆𝑓 |𝑉|𝑘𝑖 𝜎𝑖 𝜆𝑖 ⟩| 𝛿 (𝐸𝜆𝑖 − 𝐸𝜆𝑓 + 𝐸𝑖 − 𝐸𝑓 ).
𝒊

Nuclear scattering
For nuclear scattering, the interaction of the neutron with the nuclei can be
described by the interaction potential
2𝜋ℏ2
𝑉=∑
𝑏 𝛿(𝒓 − 𝑹𝒋 ).
𝑚 𝑗
𝑗

𝒓 … distance of the neutron to the nucleus
𝑹𝒋 … position of 𝑗th nucleus
𝑏𝑗 … scattering length of 𝑗th nucleus
Applying the neutron wave function with the plane waves 𝑒 𝑖𝒌𝒊 𝒓 and 𝑒 𝑖𝒌𝒇 𝒓 leads to

|⟨𝒌𝒇 |𝑉|𝒌𝒊 ⟩| =

2𝜋ℏ2
∑ 𝑏𝑗 𝑒 𝑖𝒌𝑹𝒋 ,
𝑚
𝑗

with scattering vector 𝒌 and momentum transfer ℏ𝒌. Then the differential cross
section for nuclear scattering is
2

|𝒌𝒇 |
𝑑2𝜎
=
∑ 𝑝𝜆𝑖 ∑ |⟨𝜆𝑓 | ∑ 𝑏𝑗 𝑒 𝑖𝒌𝑹𝒋 |𝜆𝑖 ⟩| 𝛿 (𝐸𝜆𝑖 − 𝐸𝜆𝑓 + 𝐸𝑖 − 𝐸𝑓 )
𝑑Ω𝑑𝐸𝑓 |𝒌𝒊 |
𝜆𝑖

or
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∞

|𝒌𝒇 | 1
𝑑2𝜎
=
∑ 𝑏𝑗 𝑏𝑗′ ∫ 〈𝑒 𝑖𝒌𝑹𝒋′ (0) 𝑒 𝑖𝒌𝑹𝒋 (𝑡) 〉 𝑒 −𝑖𝜔𝑡 𝑑𝑡,
|𝒌
|
𝑑Ω𝑑𝐸𝑓
𝒊 2𝜋ℏ
𝑗𝑗′

−∞

with the thermal average 〈𝑒 𝑖𝒌𝑹𝒋 (0) 𝑒 𝑖𝒌𝑹𝒋 (𝑡) 〉 =  ∑𝜆 𝑝𝜆 ⟨𝜆|𝑒 𝑖𝒌𝑹𝒋 (0) 𝑒 𝑖𝒌𝑹𝒋 (𝑡) |𝜆⟩. If all of
the nuclei have the same scattering length 𝑏 the scattering cross section becomes
|𝒌𝒇 | 2
𝑑2𝜎
=
𝑁𝑏 𝑆(𝒌, 𝜔).
𝑑Ω𝑑𝐸𝑓 |𝒌𝒊 |
1

𝑆(𝒌, 𝜔) is the scattering function with the energy 𝜔 = ℏ (𝐸𝑖 − 𝐸𝑓 ) that is
transferred from the neutrons to the N-atom system:
∞

1 1
𝑆(𝒌, 𝜔) =
∑ ∫ 〈𝑒 𝑖𝒌𝑹𝒋 ′(0) 𝑒 𝑖𝒌𝑹𝒋 (𝑡) 〉 𝑒 −𝑖𝜔𝑡 𝑑𝑡.
𝑁 2𝜋ℏ
𝑗𝑗′ −∞

Magnetic scattering
The magnetic dipole moment of the target electrons 𝝁𝒆 = −2𝜇𝐵 𝒔 produces the
magnetic field 𝑩 = 𝑩dipole + 𝑩orbital inside the sample at the distance 𝒓. The
interaction of the neutron’s magnetic dipole moment 𝝁𝒏 = −𝛾𝜇𝑁 𝝈 with 𝑩 can be
described by the interaction potential 𝑉 = −𝝁𝒏 ∙ 𝑩. Then the magnetic scattering
cross-section is
|𝒌𝒇 |
𝑑2𝜎
2
= (𝛾𝑟0 )2
|⟨𝑘𝑓 𝜎𝑓 𝜆𝑓 |𝝈 ∙ 𝑴⊥ |𝑘𝑖 𝜎𝑖 𝜆𝑖 ⟩| 𝛿 (𝐸𝜆𝑖 − 𝐸𝜆𝑓 + 𝐸𝑖 − 𝐸𝑓 ).
|𝒌𝒊 |
𝑑Ω𝑑𝐸𝑓
With the Fourier transform 𝑴(𝒌) of the total magnetization operator 𝑴(𝒓), 𝑴⊥
can be written as

𝑴⊥ = −

1
1
̂ × (𝑴(𝒌) × 𝒌
̂) = −
̂ )𝒌
̂ ].
∙𝒌
[𝑴(𝒌) − (𝑴(𝒌) ∙ 𝒌
2𝜇𝐵
2𝜇𝐵

Then, as for the nuclear scattering, the magnetic scattering cross-section is:
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|𝒌𝒇 |
𝑑2𝜎
=
𝑁(𝛾𝑟0 )2 𝑆(𝒌, 𝜔).
𝑑Ω𝑑𝐸𝑓 |𝒌𝒊 |

(3.2.1)

With 𝑛, 𝑛’ being the 𝑥, 𝑦 and 𝑧 components, the scattering function is:
∞
1 1
−𝑖𝜔𝑡
̂𝒏 𝒌̂
𝑆(𝒌, 𝜔) = 𝑁 2𝜋ℏ ∑𝑛𝑛′(𝛿𝑛𝑛′ − 𝒌
𝑑𝑡.
𝒏′ ) ∫−∞〈𝑴𝑛 (−𝒌, 0)𝑀𝑛′ (𝒌, 𝑡)〉 𝑒

In summary, for nuclear and magnetic scattering, the scattering function 𝑆(𝒌, 𝜔)
contains all information about correlations in the target system and is therefore the
physical quantity of interest in a neutron scattering experiment.
Neutron diffraction
In a single crystal with the position 𝑹𝑗 = 𝒋 + 𝒖𝑗 of nuclei, 𝒖𝑗 being the
displacement due to vibration, the coherent elastic cross section from the
integration of equation (3.2.1) for all final energies results in:
∞

(2𝜋)3 −2𝑊
𝑑𝜎
𝑑2𝜎
=∫(
) 𝑑𝐸𝑓 = 𝑁𝑏 2
𝑒
∑ 𝛿(𝒌 − 𝑮).
𝑑Ω
𝑑Ω𝑑𝐸𝑓
𝑉𝑐
𝑮

0

𝑉𝑐 … volume of the crystal unit cell
2𝑊 = 〈(𝒌 ∙ 𝒖𝟎 (0))2 〉 … Debye-Waller factor
𝑮 … reciprocal lattice vector
The scattering is non-zero if 𝒌 = 𝑮, the famous Bragg law is a result of this
condition.
If the basis is in a distance 𝒍 of the unit cell, the coherent elastic scattering for the
crystal unit cell and the structure factor 𝐹𝑁 (𝒌) are:
(2𝜋)3 −2𝑊
𝑑𝜎
=𝑁
𝑒
∑ 𝛿(𝒌 − 𝑮)|𝐹𝑁 (𝒌)|2 ,
𝑑Ω
𝑉𝑐
𝑮

𝐹𝑁 (𝒌) = ∑ 𝑏𝑙 𝑒 𝑖𝒌𝒍 𝑒 −𝑊𝑙 .
𝒍
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The coherent elastic scattering for the magnetic unit cell then is
(2𝜋)3 −2𝑊
𝑑𝜎
= 𝑁𝑚
𝑒
∑ 𝛿(𝒌 − 𝑮𝒎 )|𝐹𝑀 (𝒌)|2 ,
𝑑Ω
𝑉𝑚
𝑮𝒎

1
𝐹𝑀 (𝒌) = ∑(𝛾𝑟0 ) 𝑔𝑓(𝒌)𝑴⊥ 𝑒 𝑖𝒌𝒍 𝑒 −𝑊𝑙 .
2
𝒍

𝑓(𝒌) … magnetic form factor and Fourier transform of the normalized spin density
of ion 𝑙
𝑉𝑀 … volume of the magnetic unit cell
𝑁𝑚 … number of magnetic unit cells in the sample
𝑮𝑴 … magnetic propagation vector

3.2.3 Instrumentation
Neutrons are produced in nuclear reactions, either by nuclear fission or spallation
by protons. All instruments in this thesis make use of a reactor source and
therefore nuclear fission in 235U. 235U nuclei capture thermal neutrons, become
unstable, break into lighter nuclei and emit themselves several free neutrons. This
self-contained chain reaction provides a continuous flux for experiments. Such
neutrons have energies in the MeV-range; however, for experiments energies in
the meV-range are needed. Neutrons therefore have to be moderated first by light
atoms or molecules and are then led to the instruments by dedicated neutron
guides.
Diffractometers
Diffractometers are used to study nuclear and magnetic structures. Only the wave
vector transfer 𝒌 is important, not the energy transfer 𝜔.
For a powder sample, 𝑘 only depends on the magnitude 𝑘𝑖 and the scattering
angle 2𝜃:
𝑘 = 2𝑘𝑖 sin 𝜃.
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With a monochromator crystal at the reactor source an incident wavelength is
selected according to Bragg’s Law:

𝜆=

2𝜋
= 2𝑑 sin 𝜃.
𝑘𝑖

This is already the principle of a 2-axis diffractometer as it was used in this thesis
(HB2A powder diffractometer at HFIR, ORNL) and as shown in Fig. 3.2.3.1.
For single crystals the setup is more complicated: The crystal sample needs to be
aligned with respect to 𝑘𝑖 and 𝑘𝑓 . Then, also the detector angle has to be changed
and an additional Eulerian cradle for positioning the sample is mounted. This type
is then called a 4-circle diffractometer.

Figure 3.2.3.1: Scheme of a 2-axis powder diffractometer. There are two axes
that can be rotated, the monochromator angle and the detector angle. The
monochromator angle is fixed during a scan. Bragg reflections are recorded
either by scanning a single detector or simultaneously in a multidetector. The
figure is adapted from [60].
Spectrometers
Two types of spectrometers were used in this thesis: IN3 at the ILL, a classical
triple-axis spectrometer (TAS) on the thermal neutron guide H24 and the time-offlight spectrometer (TOF) IN5 at the ILL.
In a TAS setup (Fig. 3.2.3.2a), neutron guides lead the polychromatic beam from
the reactor source to the instrument. Neutrons with certain energy 𝐸𝑖 are selected
by a monochromator and eventually pass collimators on their way to the sample
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target. The sample is placed on a rotatable sample stage. Scattered neutrons hit the
analyzer and only neutrons with energy 𝐸𝑓 reach the detector.
In a TOF setup (Fig. 3.2.3.2b) the continuous polychromatic neutron beam from
the reactor source is turned into a pulsed beam and monochromatized by coaxial
counter-rotating disc-choppers. The disk-choppers act as a velocity filter and thus,
the sample is only hit by neutrons of the energy 𝐸𝑖 and the well-defined
momentum 𝑘𝑖 . Scattered neutrons reach the detector that consists of 3He tubes that
are placed radially around the sample. With this setup, it is possible to determine
the scattering angle 2𝜃 and hence 𝑘𝑓 .
a)

b)

Figure 3.2.3.2: a) Basic setup of a TAS like IN3 at ILL [64]. b) Basic setup of a
direct TOF with disk-chopper monochromator like IN5 at ILL [65].
The main difference between a TOF and a TAS is that TOFs do not select
neutrons by their final energy or momentum. TOFs are adapted to simultaneously
record neutrons scattered into a large range of wave vectors and energies. The
time 𝑡𝑖 at which the neutrons hit the sample is well known, 𝐸𝑖 is selected and
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again, the distance 𝐿𝑓 between sample and detector is fixed. Hence, it is possible
to calculate the final energy:

𝐸𝑓 =

𝑚𝐿2𝑓
2𝑡𝑓2

, 𝑡𝑓 = 𝑡 − 𝑡𝑖 , 𝑡𝑖 = 𝐿𝑖 √

𝑚
.
2𝐸𝑖

The energy transfer is given by:
𝑚
ℏ𝜔(𝑡) = 𝐸𝑖 − 𝐸𝑓 = 𝐸𝑖 −
2

𝐿2𝑓
𝑚
(𝑡 − 𝐿𝑖 √2𝐸 )
𝑖

2.

The transferred moment is obtained similarly. As a TOF collects far more data
than a TAS, elaborate software for data analysis is needed.

3.3 X-ray and thermodynamic measurements
3.3.1 Single crystal x-ray diffraction
Single crystal x-ray diffraction was used to determine unit cells, index crystal
phases, determine the crystal orientation and solve the crystal structure.
All single crystal x-ray diffraction measurements in this work have been
conducted with a commercial Bruker AXS SMART APEX II system [66] at room
temperature. The system consists of a goniometer module located within a
radiation safety enclosure. X-rays are produced at a molybdenum target in the
x-ray tube. A graphite crystal monochromator selects a wavelength of
𝜆 = 0.71073 Å. Before incident on the sample, which is mounted on the
goniometer, x-rays pass a pinhole collimator. The detector consists of a
photostimulable phosphor plate, a photomultiplier and a cooled charge-coupled
device (CCD) sensor. With a camera for optical alignment and dedicated Bruker
software it is possible to center the crystals in the x-ray beam and control the
measurements as well as analyze the obtained data.
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3.3.2 X-ray fluorescence spectroscopy
Micro x-ray fluorescence is an elemental analysis technique for the determination
of the chemical composition of a sample. It makes use of x-ray excitation to
induce element-specific characteristic x-ray fluorescence emission.
All micro x-ray fluorescence measurements in this work have been conducted
with a commercial EDAX Orbis Micro-XRF Analyzer system [67] under ambient
conditions at PSI. Data analysis was performed with the dedicated Orbis Vision
software.

3.3.3 Heat capacity
Heat capacity is an important physical quantity for the characterization of
condensed matter. It gives insights into lattice, electronic and magnetic properties
and thus, also phase transitions can be detected [68].
All heat capacity measurements in this work have been conducted on a Quantum
Design Physical Property Measurement System (PPMS) [69] with a 14 Tesla
vertical superconducting magnet. The dewar contains the probe and magnet. An
electronics cabinet, power supplies and a vacuum pump are connected from the
outside. Option-specific hardware (dilution refrigerator, specific heat equipment)
is needed in addition [70,71]. The measurements are controlled with the dedicated
MultiVu software.
The measurement principle uses the relaxation method. The sample is placed on a
measurement platform. Thermal contact should be as good as possible. The
sample platform is then heated for a certain time with the heating power 𝑃.
Platform temperature 𝑇 and sample temperature will increase. The platform itself
is in thermal contact with a thermal bath at a constant temperature 𝑇𝑏 . As soon as
the heating power is switched off, the temperature of the platform relaxes back to
the temperature of the bath. The platform temperature can then be related to the
heat capacity at constant pressure 𝐶𝑝 . For a nearly perfect thermal contact between
sample and platform the following equation applies:

𝐶𝑃

𝑑𝑇(𝑡)
= −𝐾𝑤 (𝑇(𝑡) − 𝑇𝑏 ) + 𝑃(𝑡).
𝑑𝑡
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𝐶𝑃 … heat capacity of platform and sample
𝑇(𝑡) … platform temperature
𝑇𝑏 … constant temperature of the thermal bath
𝑃(𝑡) … heating power
𝐾𝑤 … thermal conductance of wires
This formula is fitted to the measured 𝑇 and thus, 𝐶𝑃 is obtained. 𝐶𝑃 is now the
heat capacity of the sample and platform. For this reason it is possible to
determine only the platform specific heat in an addenda measurement and with
this, calculate the heat capacity of the sample alone:
𝐶𝑃 (sample) = 𝐶𝑃 − 𝐶𝑃 (platform).
If the thermal contact between platform and sample is not good enough, a more
evolved treatment becomes necessary [70].

3.3.4 Magnetization
Magnetization measurements directly probe the magnetic moment of a
sample [72]. As magnetization and related magnetic susceptibility can be derived
from a system’s Hamiltonian, it is possible to get a first estimate for a system’s
ground state from these measurements. It is also possible to detect and
characterize phase transitions.
All magnetization measurements in this work have been either conducted with the
SQUID technique on a Quantum Design Magnetic Property Measurement System
(MPMS) [73,74] with a 7 Tesla vertical superconducting magnet or on a Quantum
Design 14 Tesla PPMS with the vibrating sample magnetometer option
(VSM) [75].
Superconducting quantum interference device (SQUID)
The SQUID method provides a very sensitive measurement of the magnetization
and magnetic susceptibility. The QD 7T MPMS consists of a dewar with the
superconducting magnet and the probe inside, a cabinet that contains the magnet
power supply, the temperature control and a vacuum pump and the computer with
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the dedicated MultiVu software. Optionally, it is possible to use the iHelium3 gas
handling system for 3He refrigeration.
The measurement of the magnetization and magnetic susceptibility is based on the
superconducting quantum interference device (SQUID) inside. The sample is
moved through the superconducting detection coil in the center of the magnet
where the external magnetic field is homogeneous. The coil has four loops; the
outer ones are wound into the opposite direction than the inner ones. Now, as the
sample passes the loops, the flux in each one of them differs. An electric current is
induced in the superconducting wires of the detection coil; this signal is
inductively coupled to the SQUID below the superconducting magnet and
proportional to the magnetization in the sample. The electric current signal is
converted to a voltage. The MPMS records this voltage output as a function of the
sample position and fits the theoretical signal of a magnetic dipole to the result in
order to determine the magnetic moment or magnetic susceptibility. The system is
calibrated with a well-known Pd sample.
Vibrating sample magnetometer (VSM)
Whereas the SQUID measurements are very sensitive, sensitivity, especially at
high magnetic fields, is sometimes not as important as the optimization of
measurement time. The vibrating sample magnetometer option for the QD
14 Tesla PPMS is a fast method to measure the magnetic moment with a
measurement rate of 1 Hz.
The sample rod with the sample is vertically oscillating within the sample
chamber at a frequency of 40 Hz and with amplitude of 1-3 mm. The vibrating
sample induces a voltage in both pickup coils that are wound in the same
direction:

𝑉=−

𝑑Φ
𝑑𝐵𝑧
𝑑𝑀𝑧
𝑑𝑀𝑧 𝑑𝑧
= −𝐴𝑁
= −𝐴𝑁𝜇0
= −𝐴𝑁𝜇0
∝ 𝑀𝑧 2𝜋𝜈𝑙 cos(2𝜋𝜈𝑓).
𝑑𝑡
𝑑𝑡
𝑑𝑡
𝑑𝑧 𝑑𝑡

𝐵𝑧 … magnetic flux density through coil
𝑀𝑧 … magnetic moment of sample along vertical axis
𝑁 … coil windings
𝐴 … area of coil
𝑧 … vertical position of sample
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The magnetic field in the coils is constant. When the sample moves along the
vertical axes, an ac-voltage is induced in the coils with the vibration frequency 𝜈
and an amplitude proportional to the magnetic moment of the sample as

𝑑𝑀𝑧
𝑑𝑧

∝ 𝑀𝑧

for a first approximation as magnetic dipole. Then the voltage can be related to
the magnetic moment of the sample. The VSM system is calibrated with a wellknown Pd standard.

3.4 Sample environment
3.4.1 Low temperature physics
Low temperatures are essential for the study of quantum phase transitions. For the
thermodynamic, muon and neutron measurements in this thesis, different cryostats
and types of refrigerators were used. Here, a short overview is given, detailed
information can be found for example in [76].
4

He cryostats

In 4He cryostats, 4He liquid and vapor are used for cooling. At 4.2 K at
atmospheric pressure the liquid boils off. With a vacuum pump the vapor pressure
can be decreased and temperatures down to 1.8 K can be reached. It is noted that
at 2.2 K 4He undergoes a phase transition to a superfluid phase.
4

He-cooled experiments were conducted on QD MPMS SQUID down to 1.8 K

and on QD PPMS VSM down to 2.0 K. Also, 4He cryostats were utilized for µSR
measurements at the GPS instrument at SµS, PSI, down to 2.2 K. Orange cryostats
came into application for temperatures down to 1.8 K for neutron diffraction at the
HB2a and HB3a instruments at HFIR, ORNL.
3

He refrigerators

The atmospheric boiling point of 3He is lower than that of 4He, the vapor pressure
is larger. The superfluid phase occurs only below 10 mK. With pumping it is thus
possible to reach significantly lower temperatures than for 4He.
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3

He refrigeration systems were used with the 3He option for QD MPMS SQUID

magnetization measurements down to 0.5 K and for µSR experiments on the
sorption-pumped GPD instrument at SµS, PSI, down to 0.24 K.
3

He-4He dilution refrigerators

Temperatures in the mK-range can be reached with 3He and 4He, which cool by
mixing due to their specific properties.
Dilution refrigerators were used for heat capacity measurements with QD PPMS
for temperatures down to 50 mK, for µSR measurements at the LTF instrument at
SµS, PSI, down to 20 mK and for neutron spectroscopy at the IN5, ILL, down to
50 mK.

3.4.2 Pressure cells
Besides temperature and magnetic field, pressure is an important thermodynamic
parameter in physics. Pressure tuning in magnetism research is used to establish
phase diagrams, study phase transitions and identify critical points. In the last
three decades, only the development of pressure cells for bulk, muon and neutron
experiments has made many experiments possible. A short overview of the
utilized pressure cell types is given below, technical and experimental details are
available for example in [77,78].
Clamp cells
Clamp cells are piston-cylinder pressure devices. The force necessary to generate
the pressure is applied with the help of an external press and then locked
mechanically. Therefore, the pressure cannot be changed in-situ. In order to
increase the force on the piston, the clamp cell has to be removed from its
experimental setup, which can be very time-consuming. In clamp cells, the
pressure transmitting medium is always a liquid and chosen according to the
requirements of the respective experiment. Pressures can be estimated at room
temperature from the applied force, taking into account friction and pressure loss
upon unloading. However, for an accurate pressure determination, an in-situ
measurement is necessary. A pressure-marker with a known equation-of-state
(volume-pressure relationship) is introduced. Cooling a clamp cell leads to a loss
of pressure due to thermal contraction of the pressure transmitting medium that
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the cell body cannot fully compensate. Despite of that, above 10 kbar, clamp cells
are the most convenient pressure cell type.
In this thesis, clamp cells for susceptibility measurements at the QD MPMS, for
muon experiments at the GPD instrument at PSI and for powder and single crystal
diffraction at the instruments HB2A and HB3A at HFIR, ORNL, were used.
He-gas pressure cells
The characteristic of gas pressure cells is their gaseous pressure transmitting
medium. It is injected by a compressor through a high pressure hose, usually a
capillary. The cell stays permanently connected to the compressor. For this
reason, the pressure can be changed in-situ and is easily measured by a standard
manometer attached to the compressor. Therefore, gas pressure cells are ideally
suited for pressure scans and pressure fine-tuning. The pressure conditions are
hydrostatic, otherwise, for example, a capillary would block. As a pressure
transmitting medium at low temperatures He is used because of its high freezing
pressure. However, He-gas pressure cells are difficult to seal. The low viscosity of
He makes also small leaks a problem, in particular at low temperatures. In
general, pressures in the range below 10 kbar are reached.
In this thesis, a He-gas pressure cell was used for neutron powder diffraction at
the instrument HB2A at HFIR, ORNL.
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4 Effect of disorder on a pressureinduced z=1 magnetic quantum
phase transition in PHCX
µSR is used to study the phase diagram of bond-disordered PHCX
around a pressure-induced z=1 quantum critical point. It is
investigated if the pressure-induced quantum phase transition exists
also in the bond-disordered PHCX and if so, what can be learned
about the nature of the pressure-induced magnetic phase. Parts of this
chapter are published in [79].
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4.1 Introduction
In this chapter, µSR is used to study the phase diagram of bond-disordered PHCX
around a pressure-induced z=1 quantum critical point.
Quantum phase transitions in the presence of disorder are a current area of
research. Most studies have focused on z=2 quantum phase transitions, e.g. in
bond-disordered materials such as TlCu(Cl1-xBrx)3 [80], NiCl2(1-x),
Br24SC(NH2)2 [32,81], Sul-Cu2(Cl1-xBrx)4 [82] and IPA-Cu(Cl1-xBrx)3 [83,84],
where the disorder-free cases are excellent experimental realizations of various
field-induced QPTs [3]. However, the pressure-induced z=1 QCP in the presence
of disorder has not yet been studied experimentally in gapped quantum magnets.
The existence of a pressure-induced quantum phase transition in the bonddisordered PHCX is investigated and the nature of the pressure-induced magnetic
phase, if existent, studied. PHCX is the suitable model material for this purpose as
it is one of the very few experimental realizations of a pressure-induced z=1
QCP [24,25] and disorder can be created by randomly modifying the magnetic
exchange pathways leaving the magnetic sites otherwise unperturbed [26].
In this chapter, previous studies on the parent compound PHCC and the bonddisordered PHCX will be summarized first. Second, the growth procedure for
PHCX crystals is briefly described, as well as some crystallographic properties.
Further, µSR measurements on PHCX under hydrostatic pressure are presented
and discussed. The chapter closes with a conclusion of the results.

4.2 Parent compound PHCC and bond-disordered PHCX
4.2.1 Crystallographic and magnetic properties of PHCC
The
crystallographic
and
magnetic
properties
of
piperazinium
hexachlorodicuprate, abbreviated PHCC, have been extensively studied
in [6,7,11,12]. PHCC, with the chemical formula (C4H12N2)Cu2Cl6, has a triclinic
crystal structure with space group 𝑃1 (Fig. 4.2.1.1). The lattice parameters at
room temperature are given below (Tab. 4.2.1.1). The organo-metallic compound
is composed of trichlorocuprate anions and piperazinium cations. Two
neighboring Cu2+-ions are bridged by Cl-atoms, each. In the resulting distorted
4+1 coordination the short Cu-Cl-bonds have an average bond length of 2.30 Å
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and are almost coplanar, whereas the fifth bond with a bond length of 2.63 Å is
nearly perpendicular to this plane. It is justified to speak of Cu-Cl-sheets that span
the ac-plane and are separated by layers of piperazinium molecules, as the spin
density is expected to be concentrated on the plane.
Indeed, inelastic neutron scattering measurements [12] show that there is a
magnetic dispersion with its global minimum at the AFM zone center
(1⁄2 , 0, 1⁄2) in ac-direction with a narrow bandwidth of 1.8 meV, but only with
a very small dispersion bandwidth of 0.2 meV in the perpendicular direction. This
confirms that neighboring Cu-Cl-planes are hardly magnetically coupled in this
“quasi”-2D compound. The Cu-spins form a complex network with orbital
overlaps in the ac-plane with frustrated superexchange interactions via the Clatom.
The exact Hamiltonian of PHCC is unknown. However, a coupled-dimer model as
described for TlCuCl3 [21,22] can be used as a first approximation. Inelastic
neutron scattering experiments [6,11] confirm that in PHCC, probably due to
frustration, the Cu-spins dimerize and form a non-magnetic spin singlet ground
state. This singlet ground state is separated by a spin gap of Δ = 1.0 meV from the
excited S=1 triplet.
room temperature [6]
𝑇 = 1.5 K [85]

𝑎 = 6.081(3) Å

𝑏 = 7.041(3) Å

𝑐 = 7.971(3) Å

𝑎 = 5.8(1) Å

𝑏 = 6.7(1) Å

𝑐 = 7.92(2) Å

𝛼 = 81.14(6)°

𝛽 = 79.80(3)°

𝛾 = 68.95(7)°

Table 4.2.1.1: Lattice parameters of PHCC at room temperature and at 𝑇 = 1.5 K
as published in [6,85].
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Figure 4.2.1.1: Crystal structure of PHCC. Thick lines represent possible
magnetic superexchange paths in the ac-plane. The figure is adapted from [86].

4.2.2 Magnetic phase transitions of PHCC
The spin gap prevents long-range magnetic order down to 0 K; only short-range
correlations are observed [11]. However, it has been shown that the spin gap can
be decreased and even closed either by applying an external magnetic field or
hydrostatic pressure [7,25]. At an applied magnetic field of 7.5 Tesla, the spin gap
closes due to Zeeman splitting and vanishes at the QCP with the dynamical
critical exponent z=2. The gapless system is in a 3-dimensional long-range
ordered and commensurate AFM phase that has been described as BEC-like [53].
A different soft mode transition with a spectrum linear at the QCP, hence z=1,
is expected when the exchange constants are continuously changed through
external hydrostatic pressure. Hong et al. [27] studied the hydrostatic pressure
dependence of the spin gap at (1⁄2 , 0, 1⁄2). They could show that the gap
decreases with increasing pressure. µSR experiments determined the presence of
two distinct high-pressure magnetically ordered phases above a critical pressure of
𝑝 = 4.3 kbar (Fig. 4.2.2.1a) [83]. Subsequently, inelastic neutron scattering
experiments confirmed a linearly dispersing gapless Goldstone mode
(Fig. 4.2.2.1b) [25].
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a)

b)

Figure 4.2.2.1: a) PHCC’s p-T phase diagram determined by µSR measurements.
The figure is published in [24]. b) At 1.5 K and 9 kbar the inelastic neutron
scattering spectrum shows a linear gapless Goldstone mode. The figure is adapted
from [25].

4.2.3 PHCX
In PHCX, disorder is created by randomly modifying the magnetic exchange
pathways leaving the magnetic sites otherwise unperturbed. An increasing
bromine content x is found to linearly increase the lattice constants, which can be
thought of as “negative chemical pressure” [28].
Neutron diffraction and inelastic neutron scattering show that Br-substitution
affects the magnetic bonds instead of creating additional structural or magnetic
defects [26]. The energy gap increases with Br-substitution to 1.5 meV for
x = 7.5%. Thus, chemical modification increases the gap and pushes these
systems away from the z=1 QCP and further into the quantum paramagnetic
phase. No in-gap states were identified in inelastic neutron scattering, although a
recent electron spin resonance absorption study suggests the formation of a local
S=1 defect at high nominal concentrations (x > 5%) in bond-disordered
PHCX [29,87].
Field-induced magnetic ordering persists up to at least x = 12.5%; however, the
transitions become broader for higher disorder concentrations. Further findings
include a reduction of magnon bandwidth and decrease of magnon lifetimes
which could be attributed to the scattering of magnons by impurities.
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4.3 Crystal growth and structure of PHCX
4.3.1 Crystal growth
Polycrystalline samples of PHCX with varying nominal bromine content x = 1%,
4%, 7.5%, and 15% were grown (Fig. 4.3.1.1) using the protocol listed below.
The growth involves dissolving stoichiometric amounts of piperazine and
copper(II)chloride in a mixture of hydrochloric and hydrobromic acid. The
nominal bromine content x is the HBr and HCl solvent ratio in the starting
solutions. This method works particularly well for a partial substitution of Cl by
Br because of the similarity of the corresponding ionic radii. Despite this, the
relevant bond angles are affected and therefore the strength of superexchange
interactions is locally modulated [10].

Figure 4.3.1.1: PHCX crystallites, grown from solution by the thermal gradient
method.
For the growth of PHCX crystallites, the temperature gradient method, a lowtemperature solution growth technique, was used. A thermal gradient is
maintained across the growth solution. Assuming that solubility increases with
temperature, an excess of the solute is deposited in the region with higher
temperature. The growth compound is transported due to thermal convection and
diffusion through the solution to a cooler region. Here, the solution becomes
oversaturated and crystals are precipitated. Usually, the temperature gradient is
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achieved by heating the bottom of a glass cylinder with the solution on a hotplate.
The hotplate is placed in a temperature-controlled oven to drain the heat released
by the hotplate and to ensure a relatively low temperature for the upper part of the
cylinder. The chemical protocol for the growth of PHCX was:
- Hydrochloric (37%, Sigma-Aldrich) and hydrobromic acid (48%, SigmaAldrich) of a total of 40 ml were mixed in a beaker according to Tab. 4.3.1.1. The
acid mixture was divided into 30 ml and 10 ml and filled into two separate
beakers.
- The beaker with 30 ml of acid mixture was heated to 50° C on a hotplate with a
magnetic stirrer. Then, the CuCl2H2O powder (99.99% trace metal basis, Sigma
Aldrich) was dissolved in the acid.
- The remaining 10 ml of acid mixture were pipetted onto the piperazine
(C4H10N2) powder (piperazine ReagentPlus 99%, Sigma-Aldrich) in a exothermal
reaction under the fume hood.
- In a next step, PHCX powder is precipitated upon slowly adding the piperazine
solution to the CuCl2-solution.
- Crystallites were grown using the temperature gradient method on a hotplate.
The solution was sealed and kept in 25 ml glass cylinders at 39° C above room
temperature in an oven.
- After several weeks, crystallites at the bottom and walls of the cylinder could be
withdrawn, were dried in an oven, sealed with Bemis Parafilm M film in glass
bottles for storage and used for further experiments.
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PHCX, x =

1%

4%

7.5%

15%

CuCl22H2O

6.80 g

6.82 g

6.82 g

6.82 g

piperazine

0.86 g

0.86 g

0.86 g

0.89 g

HCl

39.6 ml

38.4 ml

37.0 ml

34.0 ml

HBr

0.4 ml

1.6 ml

3.0 ml

6.0 ml

Table 4.3.1.1: Chemical composition of grown PHCX crystals.
The actual bromine content in the resulting crystals differs from the nominal one.
Fortunately, the site-specific substitution of bromine is well understood [28]. By
averaging over the three inequivalent chlorine and bromine sites the actual Brconcentration can be related to the nominal Br-concentration through
xactual = 0.63(3)xnominal .
From now on, the disorder concentration x refers to the nominal Br-concentration
xnominal .

4.3.2 Crystal structure
In general, the higher the disorder concentration level, the lower the growth rate
and the lower the quality of the resulting crystals [10]. In some cases, the
introduction of foreign halogen ions, like in this case Br, leads to the formation of
entirely different and unwanted crystallographic phases.
For this reason, the quality of the samples needed to be verified by x-ray
diffraction using a Bruker AXS single crystal diffractometer equipped with a
cooled APEX-II detector. It was confirmed that all samples are single phase
crystals with lattice parameters that increase monotonically with Br-content as
would be expected from previous studies [28].
It is noted that it was reported that concentrations beyond 13% in solution seem to
lead to phase separation or other instabilities that inhibit crystal formation [10].
However, single crystal x-ray measurements proved that this was still not the case
for the 15% Br-disordered PHCX crystals that were used.
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4.4 µSR studies on PHCX
4.4.1 Experiment
PHCX crystallites were ground to powder and pelletized with a hydraulic press
using dedicated molds and pistons. For each pellet a little drop of pressure
transmitting medium Daphne Oil 7373 was added. The diameter of molds was
chosen according to the pressure cells. Every sample for a pressure cell was made
of pellets of a total height of 12 mm.
The samples were loaded into MP35N and CuBe piston-cylinder clamped
pressure cells specifically designed for µSR experiments [77]. Again, Daphne
Oil 7373 was used as pressure-transmitting medium and the pressure was applied
in a hydraulic press. Because the applied sample pressure at room temperature can
be several kbar lower at cryogenic temperatures, it is important to separately
determine it. As a pressure probe, a piece of superconducting Indium wire was
inserted below the sample in each pressure cell. The pressure cell was then
mounted onto a dedicated sample stick with attached coils and inserted into liquid
3
He. During cooling, the ac-magnetization was recorded around the
superconducting transition temperature 𝑇

of Indium. In the so obtained

magnetization curves, 𝑇 was fitted as the maximum slope transition temperature
with a point symmetric sigmoid function. 𝑇 of Indium is known to be
approximately pressure-dependent according to [88,89]:
3.403 K − 𝑇 [K]
[GPa] = 𝑝 [GPa].
0.0365
With this formula, the low-temperature pressures for each sample were
determined as listed in Tab. 4.4.1.1, together with the pressure cell type and
diameter. The pressure error is related to the transition width of 𝑇 , however,
never exceeds 0.6 kbar.
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x = 1%

x = 4%

x = 7.5%

x = 15%

𝑝 [kbar] cell type

𝑝 [kbar] cell type

𝑝 [kbar] cell type

𝑝 [kbar] cell type

8.6

MP35N
6 mm

3.4

CuBe
8 mm

5.0

CuBe
8 mm

9.3

CuBe
8 mm

23.0

MP35N
6 mm

5.0

MP35N
7 mm

9.6

MP35N
6 mm

22.9

MP35N
6 mm

5.6
7.0
9.0
12.1
15.1
18.0
23.0

CuBe
8 mm
MP35N
7 mm
CuBe
8 mm
MP35N
7 mm
MP35N
7 mm
MP35N
7 mm
MP35N
6 mm

15.7
22.0

MP35N
6 mm
MP35N
6 mm

Table 4.4.1.1: Measured sample pressures at liquid helium temperatures and
pressure cell types and diameters. The pressure error is 0.6 kbar and is derived
from the transition width of the ac-signal.
After pressure determination, the pressure cells were mounted and positioned
inside a sorption-pumped 3He Oxford cryostat that is capable of cooling to 0.24 K.
Measurements were carried out at the continuous high momentum µE1 decay
beamline on the General Purpose Decay Channel (GPD) instrument at the Swiss
muon source at Paul Scherrer Institute. GPD is capable of providing muons of up
to 125 MeV/c. For each pressure cell the muon momentum has to be set before
the measurements. This is to ensure that most of the muons penetrate the cryostat
and pressure cell walls and stop in the sample. The optimized muon momenta for
the different pressure cell types are summarized in Tab. 4.4.1.2.
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Pressure cell type

Muon beam momentum

8 mm CuBe25

101.5 MeV/c

7 mm MP35N

105.5 MeV/c

6 mm MP35N

106.5 MeV/c

Table 4.4.1.2: Optimized muon beam momenta for each used pressure cell type.
For each sample, weak transversal field (wTF) spectra and zero field (ZF) spectra
at different temperatures, from base temperature up to the paramagnetic phase,
were recorded. For analysis the data-analysis framework musrfit [90] was used.

4.4.2 Magnetic order in zero applied field
µSR in zero applied magnetic field is particularly sensitive to spontaneous
magnetic order and provides information on the type of magnetic ground state.
The occurrence of oscillations in zero field asymmetry time spectra is the
unambiguous proof of long range magnetic order [58].
In every pressure experiment, there is a significant contribution to the detected
signal due to muons stopping in the pressure cell walls, but fortunately the
functional form of this background is well known [77]. It is noted that the
contribution from the pressure cells with lower sample diameter, which are used
for higher pressures, is greater because less signal originates from the sample.
Below follows the qualitative discussion of the signal due to the sample before
moving on to a quantitative analysis.
Fig. 4.4.2.1 shows selected µSR spectra measured in zero applied field for pure
PHCC and Br-disordered PHCX at two different pressures of 9 kbar and 22 kbar.
At high temperatures, e. g. temperatures in the paramagnetic phase, the signal due
to the sample is a temperature-independent Gaussian-shaped relaxation indicative
of the relaxation due to static nuclear moments only. As the temperature is
lowered, spontaneous oscillations are observed in the µSR signal at low
temperatures in pure PHCC at either of these pressures. This is evidence for a
static internal magnetic field at at least one muon site due to long-range magnetic
order. The ZF spectra for 1%-disordered PHCX are very similar, although the
oscillations are damped. In 4%-disordered PHCX the oscillations are damped
even more. For 7.5%-disordered PHCX, the precession is reduced to a rapid initial
depolarization. Thus, already small disorder concentrations result in a heavy
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damping of muon spin precession in PHCX. This is a sign of increasingly
inhomogeneous field distributions at the muon sites with increasing bromine
concentrations x. No temperature-dependent changes in the muon signal from
15%-disordered PHCX appear down to 0.24 K at pressures up to 22 kbar and
instead the behavior resembles that of all samples in their paramagnetic phase at
high temperatures.

Figure 4.4.2.1: ZF µSR spectra for PHCX for Br-concentrations of x = 1%, 4%,
7.5% and 15% at intermediate and at high pressures of 9 kbar (left) and 22 kbar
(right). Data were recorded generally at 0.24 K, except for the 4% data which
were taken at 1.4 K and 2.1 K (below their ordering temperatures) for 9 kbar and
22 kbar, respectively. For comparison, pure PHCC spectra at 0.24 K and at
temperatures above the ordering temperature are included. Lines are fits to the
data as described in the text. The relative 𝑦-axis offset is 0.1. The figure is
published in [79].
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Figure 4.4.2.2: ZF µSR spectra for 4% Br-disordered PHCX at selected
pressures. The data were generally recorded at 0.24 K except the data for 9 kbar
and 22 kbar which were recorded at 1.4 K and 2.1 K, respectively (below the
ordering temperature). Lines are fits to the data as described in the text. The
relative 𝑦-axis offset is 0.1. The figure is published in [79].
ZF data for 4%-disordered PHCX are shown for a number of different pressures
in Fig. 4.4.2.2. For 𝑝 < 7 kbar the data show no oscillations or temperaturedependent changes that are indicative of magnetic order down to 0.24 K.
However, for 𝑝 > 7 kbar damped oscillations appear at low temperatures. It is
hence concluded that there is a critical pressure 𝑝 above which magnetic order
occurs in the range 6 kbar < 𝑝 < 7 kbar for 4%-disordered PHCX. Above 7 kbar
ZF spectra of 4%-disordered PHCX show oscillations at low temperature with a
comparable level of damping. However, at 15 kbar only a rapid exponential
depolarization at short times can be observed.
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Now, the ZF data will be analyzed in detail. The parameterization is similar to the
one used in [24] to allow for a more direct comparison of PHCX with pure PHCC.
Although other parameterizations are possible, the conclusions are unaffected.
The total asymmetry 𝐴(𝑡) of all ZF spectra is described as the sum of the three
components 𝐴 (𝑡), 𝐴 (𝑡) and 𝐴 (𝑡):
𝐴(𝑡) = 𝐴 (𝑡) + 𝐴 (𝑡) + 𝐴 (𝑡).
These components account for muons that stop in the sample, the pressure cell
and other parts of the sample environment (pressure medium, cryostat),
respectively. The respective ratios of 𝐴 (𝑡 = 0), 𝐴 (𝑡 = 0) and 𝐴 (𝑡 = 0) are
independent of temperature and therefore were fitted globally for each pressure
and disorder concentration. The background contribution 𝐴 (𝑡) was empirically
modeled by a slowly-relaxing exponential
𝐴 (𝑡) = 𝐴 (𝑡 = 0)𝑒
where 𝜆

,

≪ 1 MHz is temperature-independent and was fitted globally for a

given disorder concentration and pressure. Depending on the pressure cell
diameter, 50% to 70% of all muons stop in the thick walls of the pressure cells but
fortunately the functional form of 𝐴 (𝑡) is well known [77] to be
𝐴 (𝑡) = 𝐴 (𝑡 = 0)𝐺(𝑡) 𝑒

,

where 𝐺(𝑡) is a Gaussian Kubo-Toyabe function

𝐺(𝑡) =

1 2
+ [1 − (𝜎𝑡) ]𝑒
3 3

(

)

with known temperature-independent depolarization 𝜎 = 345 MHz, which is due
to relaxation by nuclear moments. The exponential term 𝑒

accounts

empirically for residual dynamics in the cell. In the cells made from MP35N alloy
𝜆 is temperature-dependent below 1 K. Finally, the signal from the sample 𝐴 (𝑡)
was described by:
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𝐴 (𝑡) = 𝐴 (𝑡 = 0) 𝑦𝑒

para

+ (1 − 𝑦)

2
𝐽 𝛾 𝐵 𝑡 𝑒
3

1
+ 𝑒
3

.

The first term between the braces on the right-hand side represents the nonmagnetically ordered fraction 𝑦. Its empirically given parameters 𝜆para and 𝛽
model the relaxation due to nuclear spins and electronic spin dynamics. The
second term reflects the magnetic component and is modeled by a zeroth-order
Bessel function of the first kind and an additional exponential relaxation. This
function approximately describes the response expected from a broad field
distribution with maximum field 𝐵

at the muon site [58,91]. The muon

gyromagnetic ratio is 𝛾 = 2𝜋 × 135.5𝑀𝐻𝑧/𝑇. The term 𝑒

describes the

relaxation due to additional weak dynamics. The additional exponential term with
relaxation rate 𝜆 models the longitudinal muon spin relaxation rate where the
local field is parallel to the muon spin. The relative amplitude of 1/3 represents a
powder average. The choice of Bessel function is motivated as it provides a good
fit over the whole range of disorder concentrations and pressures. A Bessel
function describes the muon depolarization in incommensurately ordered spindensity wave states [91]. However, it can also provide a good empirical fit in a
scenario where a range of muon sites gives rise to a broad distribution of probed
fields [91]. The choice of the Bessel fitting function here is empirical since the
data do not allow to distinguish between these two physically distinct scenarios. It
is noted that a Gaussian Kubo-Toyabe function combined with an exponential
relaxation provides a comparably good fit for the ZF spectra for disorder
concentrations x > 1%.
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a)

b)

Figure 4.4.2.3: a) Thermal melting of magnetic order temperature dependence of
the fitted maximum field 𝐵 at the muon sites for disorder concentrations of 1%
and 4% at a selected intermediate and high pressure. Solid lines are a guide to
the eye, open symbols depict transition temperatures from wTF measurements.
b) “Quantum melting” of magnetic order: saturation field 𝐵 at 0.24 K for
different disorder concentrations and pressures at 9 kbar and 22 kbar (for 4% the
data are for 7 kbar). The figure is published in [79].
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In Fig. 4.4.2.3 the fitted maximum oscillation field B
disorder concentration is shown. For either pressure, B

against temperature and
drops with increasing

disorder concentration. This drop is far too great to be explained by the small
increase of lattice parameters as a function of increased level of disorder. Hence
B is primarily a measure of the ordered moment size in the sample. The
measurement shows that the ordered moments are reduced with increasing
disorder concentration until ordering is suppressed completely at 15% Brconcentration for all investigated pressures. Interestingly, in Fig. 4.4.2.3a the
ordering temperature of 4% PHCX at 18 kbar is lower than the one of 1% PHCX
at 9 kbar. At the same time B at low temperatures is higher for the 4% PHCX at
18 kbar than for 1% PHCX at 9 kbar. However, this behavior is not related to
disorder, the same applies for pure PHCC. There, B is higher in the high
pressure phase than in the intermediate pressure phase. Still, with PHCC’s phase
diagram (Fig. 4.2.2.1a) in mind, the ordering temperature at 15 kbar in the highpressure phase must be lower than the one at 10 kbar in the intermediate-pressure
phase. A final explanation for this behavior could not be found, yet. Further
experiments and experimental techniques are required in order to answer this
question.
The data show that at least up to nominal Br-concentration of 7.5%, static
magnetic order can be induced in PHCX by application of hydrostatic pressure.
Compared to pure PHCC, even small levels of disorder lead to a heavy damping
of the µSR oscillations in the ordered phases, indicating a more inhomogeneous
magnetic ordering. The ordered moment sizes are suppressed by increasing levels
of disorder.
Disorder has a negligible effect on a classical antiferromagnet. Therefore, Brsubstitution would only be expected to significantly affect the magnetism in
PHCX due to quantum effects. Bond disorder can cause a spatially random
variation of the strength of local quantum spin fluctuations, which results in the
inhomogeneous spatial distribution of ordered moments. Such an effect was
observed by µSR experiments in bond-disordered spin chains [93].
Recent numerical work has predicted the existence of a strongly inhomogeneous
quantum Griffiths regime in bond-disordered dimer magnets near quantum
criticality [15]. PHCX is a suited experimental realization of this model. The
numerical study considered a bilayer Heisenberg dimer system where dimers are
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located on a 2D square lattice. It investigated the effect of randomly modifying
the interlayer/intradimer coupling 𝐽 and interdimer/intralayer coupling 𝐾. The
interdimer coupling was used to tune the system around the z=1 QCP and allowed
detailed predictions for the magnetic excitations in this regime. Finite islands of
non-zero staggered magnetization with an exponentially large distribution of
fields appear in a Griffiths phase [94] below the critical interdimer coupling 𝐾 . It
is tempting to draw a direct analogy between pressure and the tuning parameter 𝐾,
and Br-concentration x and the degree of disorder. However, it is not the case that
an onset of order in PHCX below the critical pressure of pure PHCC was
observed. Instead, the critical pressure is increased by Br-substitution. Even for
pure PHCC there are at least six different relevant exchange interactions [7]. The
system is therefore intrinsically more complicated than the model dimer system. It
is known that bond-disorder affects several bonds with varying substitution
rates [28]. In any real system substituting the ligand not only introduces bond
disorder but also chemical pressure which may alter some of the other parameters
in the Hamiltonian as well. For this reason there may be two competing effects in
the system: first, a decrease in the gap by introducing disorder as studied
theoretically and second, an increase in the gap by chemical pressure, which
dominates here.
A quantum Griffiths phase is characterized by a distribution of independently
fluctuating magnetic clusters and an exponentially large distribution of fields. In
case of a Griffiths phase in PHCX, a qualitative behavior similar to the one
described in the Griffiths phase region in Ni1-xVx [95,96] is expected. In Ni1-xVx,
for x = 0 sharply defined oscillations are observed in the muon ZF asymmetry
indicating homogeneous long-range magnetic order. At intermediate
concentrations 0 < x < x increasingly inhomogeneous behavior evidenced by
strongly damped oscillations is observed, ordered moment sizes and ordering
temperatures are suppressed. In this phase Ni1-xVx is an inhomogeneous
ferromagnet. Then above a QCP at x = 11.4%, no oscillations are observed in
ZF. wTF measurements show no change as a function of temperature as the
system enters a quantum Griffiths phase. Data were fitted by a static Gauss-KuboToyabe function that correlates to a distribution of local fields. Thus, a spatial
variation of magnetic moments in the long-range ordered ferromagnet was
deduced.
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The experimental characteristics, oscillation damping, reduced magnetic moment
and ordering temperature, are also observed in the experimental data for PHCX
for an increasing disorder concentration. Finally, at x = 15%, magnetic order can
no longer be induced. As written above, a Gauss-Kubo-Toyabe fit provides a
similarly good fit as the above chosen function for doping concentrations x > 1%.
Because of this analogy the formation of an inhomogeneous Griffiths phase is
believed to be a possible cause of the observed behavior in PHCX. PHCX would
then enter a potential quantum Griffiths phase in the range 7.5% < x < 15%.
It is noted that at low temperatures there is a freezing into a cluster glass phase in
Ni1-xVx. There is no observation of something comparable in PHCX. Also, this is
not a proof of the formation of a Griffiths phase. The experiment is technically
challenging and the inevitable use of different pressure cells with their strong
contribution to the measurement signal prevents extracting such a clear signature
as in the case of Ni1-xVx. Inelastic-neutron scattering experiments are required to
directly search for the predicted in-gap states and disorder-induced magnon
broadening in the predicted Griffiths phase. At ambient pressure an energy
dependent broadening of the magnons was observed in 3.5% and 7.5%-disordered
PHCX [53], which was shown to be caused by single-magnon scattering by
impurities. It is therefore not related to the Griffiths phase physics discussed
above. This broadening has also been observed in electron spin resonance
experiments on Br-disordered PHCX [29].

4.4.3 Transition temperatures and phase diagram
µSR in weak transversal fields of 30 Gauss was used to determine transition
temperatures and map out the phase diagram of PHCX for a number of disorder
concentrations. In Fig. 4.4.3.1, a typical set of data for 4%-disordered PHCX at
9 kbar is shown for selected temperatures.
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Figure 4.4.3.1: Weak transversal field spectra for selected temperatures of 4%disordered PHCX at 9 kbar. The solid lines are fits to the data correspondent to
the given equation.
For a magnetically ordered sample in a wTF setup, the Larmor precession
frequency of the muon spins is narrowly distributed around the applied weak
transversal field. Therefore the spin precession is mainly contained in a respective
asymmetry 𝐴 . For a non-magnetically ordered phase, as it is expected for PHCX
in the paramagnetic state, the non-uniform static field at the muon lattice sites
leads to a rapid dephasing of the muon spins. For this reason, a non-magnetically
ordered sample contributes mostly to a non-oscillating asymmetry 𝐴 . As a
consequence, the transition from a magnetically ordered to a non-ordered phase
can be represented by plotting the decrease of the asymmetry 𝐴
temperature. 𝐴 can then be considered as a magnetic volume fraction [58].
The simple polarization function
𝑃 (𝑡) = 𝐴 cos(𝜔𝑡 + 𝜑) 𝑒
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was fitted to the data in the time range from 0.2 µs to 7.0 µs. The cosine describes
the muon spin Larmor precession in the external magnetic field. Although the
initial muon spin polarization is expected to be perpendicular to the field
direction, small deviations can be accounted for by a phase 𝜑, which is usually
very small. The exponential function characterizes the signal damping due to spin
dephasing in the applied magnetic field with its narrow field distribution. 𝐴 is a
constant contribution that contains mostly the paramagnetic fraction and some
other effects. Parameters 𝜔, 𝜑 and 𝜆 are assumed to be temperature-independent
and were fitted globally for all spectra of a certain pressure. The asymmetries 𝐴
and 𝐴 were fitted for each single spectrum in a chain fit.

Figure 4.4.3.2: Normalized asymmetry 𝐴 depicted against temperature for
different applied pressures. Solid lines are fits to the data. Dashed lines show the
transition temperature TN. Because of the increasing electronic contribution from
the MN35 pressure cells at low temperatures, some of the points for the lowest
temperature do not saturate anymore. In this case they were excluded from the fit.
The figure is published in [79].
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The temperature dependence of the normalized magnetic volume fraction is
plotted for selected pressures in Fig. 4.4.3.2 for 1%-, 4%- and 7.5%-disordered
PHCX. For comparison the corresponding plots for pure PHCC have been added.
The transition from the ordered to the paramagnetic state, as explained above, is
marked by a sudden drop in the magnetic volume fraction. The transition
temperatures 𝑇 were determined by sigmoidal fits to the temperature dependence
with the following fit equation:

𝐴 (𝑇) = 𝐴 +

𝐴 −𝐴

.

1+𝑒
Here, 𝐴

and 𝐴 stand for the fitted sigmoid plateaus in the magnetic and the

paramagnetic phase, respectively. 𝛥𝑇 is the transition width. All results are
summarized in Tab. 4.4.3.1.
x = 1%

x = 4%

x = 7.5%

𝑝 [kbar] 𝑇 [K]

𝛥𝑇 [K]

𝑝 [kbar] 𝑇 [K]

𝛥𝑇 [K]

𝑝 [kbar] 𝑇 [K]

𝛥𝑇 [K]

8.6

3.08

0.08

7.0

2.40

0.13

9.6

1.80

0.10

23.0

4.56

0.02

9.0

2.70

0.08

15.7

1.60

0.13

12.1

2.30

0.10

22.0

2.30

0.23

15.1

1.60

0.15

18.0

2.00

0.23

23.0

3.40

0.25

Table 4.4.3.1: Transition temperatures and transition widths for all measured
concentrations and pressures where a magnetic transition occurs.
Based on ZF data and a comparison with PHCC it can be reasonably assumed that
at low temperatures all samples with the exception of 15%-disordered PHCX are
magnetically ordered throughout the bulk of the sample, regardless of disorder
concentration and pressure. However, an accurate determination of the magnetic
volume fraction is not possible due to the uncertainty in the fraction of muons
stopped in the pressure cell, which depends on the beamline parameters and the
properties of the sample.
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The wTF transition widths increase slightly with increasing pressure. From
Fig. 4.4.3.2, it becomes immediately evident that transition temperatures at both
pressures decrease with increasing disorder concentration. Furthermore, for high
levels of disorder, the ordering temperatures are less sensitive to the applied
pressure than at lower concentrations. It was also studied if the transition gets
broader with increasing disorder, which could have been a signature of an
increasing amount of Griffiths regions. In that case a functional relation of
exponential or power law type between transition width and disorder
concentration would have been expected [94]. However, such a Griffiths region
expansion along with increasing disorder cannot be extracted from the data
without doubt.
Transitions from a magnetically ordered to a non-ordered phase could not be
observed anymore for x = 15%. Together with the ZF data this shows that at this
disorder concentration magnetic ordering is prevented down to low temperatures.
This may be due to disorder-induced frustration that leads to a large number of
quasi-degenerate ground state configurations and as a consequence, the
suppression of magnetic order. Similar effects were observed at comparable
disorder concentrations for PHCX around the z=2 QCP in applied magnetic
fields [26]. This process can be thought of as “quantum melting” of magnetic
order analogous to the thermal melting observed as a function of temperature.
All wTF data are summarized in the 𝑝-𝑇 phase diagram of PHCX for all measured
disorder concentrations and for pure PHCC in Fig. 4.4.3.3. From wTF
measurements (Fig. 4.4.3.2) and the resulting 𝑝-𝑇 phase diagram (Fig. 4.4.3.3) it
is evident that ordering temperatures decrease with increasing disorder
concentrations. Although transition temperatures for a disorder concentration of
x = 1% resemble those of disorder-free PHCC at 9 kbar and are only slightly
lower at 22 kbar, the decrease becomes very clear with x = 4% and 7.5%. The
phase boundary up to x = 7.5% follows the one of PHCC with the dip between
intermediate and high pressures. This is, besides the ZF data, another sign of the
possibly continuing existence of two distinct high pressure phases like in
PHCC [24]. However, the critical pressure is higher for the disordered PHCX: For
x = 4% the critical pressure for ordering is in the range 6 kbar < 𝑝 < 7 kbar
compared with 𝑝 = 4.3 kbar for pure PHCC, corresponding to an approximately
50% increase in critical pressure. Inelastic neutron scattering found that the gap in
Br-disordered PHCX increases to 1.36 meV and 1.50 meV for 3.5% and 7.5%-
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disordered samples compared to 1.0 meV for pure PHCC [86]. It is hence
plausible that the critical pressure is increased at 4% Br-concentration compared
to pure PHCC. The magnitude of the shift is consistent with the inelastic neutron
scattering data and with the picture of disorder acting as chemical pressure that
has to be overcome by larger applied pressures.

Figure 4.4.3.3: 𝑝-𝑇 phase diagram of PHCX for Br-concentrations of x = 1%,
4%, 7.5% and 15%. Depicted in gray are the data of the disorder-free compound
PHCC from [24]. Symbols are transition temperatures as determined by wTF
measurements. Symbols at 𝑇 = 0 K indicate the absence of magnetic order down
to 0.24 K. Lines are a guide to the eye. The figure is published in [79].
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4.5 Conclusion
The presented data shows that at least up to a nominal Br-concentration of 7.5%,
static magnetic order can be induced in PHCX by application of hydrostatic
pressure of up to 22 kbar. Indeed, the 𝑝-𝑇 phase diagram obtained for PHCX with
x < 7.5% qualitatively resembles that of pure PHCC. However, compared to pure
PHCC, even small levels of disorder lead to a heavy damping of the µSR
oscillations and indicate a more inhomogeneous magnetic phase. Furthermore, it
is found that the ordering temperatures and ordered moment sizes are suppressed
by increasing levels of disorder. The critical pressure for ordering is in the range
6 kbar < 𝑝 < 7 kbar for 4%- disordered PHCX compared with 𝑝 = 4.3 kbar for
pure PHCC, corresponding to an approximately 50% increase in critical pressure.
Finally, at 15%, pressure-induced order is completely destroyed. This may be due
to disorder-induced frustration.
Numerical calculations predicted the existence of a strongly inhomogeneous
quantum Griffiths regime in bond-disordered dimer magnets near quantum
criticality. An onset of order in PHCX below the critical pressure of pure PHCC
was not observed. However, the behavior that was observed in PHCX is
qualitatively very similar to that found using µSR in disordered itinerant Ni1-xVx
alloys [95,96]. Qualitatively this is precisely what was observed in PHCX.
Because of this analogy, the formation of an inhomogeneous Griffiths phase is a
possible cause of the behavior in PHCX. PHCX would then enter a potential
quantum Griffiths phase in the range 7.5% < x < 15%. Inelastic-neutron
scattering experiments are required to directly search for the predicted in-gap
states and disorder-induced magnon broadening in the predicted Griffiths phase.
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5 Pressure-induced phase
transition in DTN
The gapped S=1 quantum paramagnet DTN is a promising candidate
for a pressure-induced quantum phase transition. In this chapter it is
investigated whether DTN shows a pressure-induced phase transition
and if this is the case, whether the transition is of first or second
order. As main techniques, µSR and neutron diffraction are used.
Parts of this chapter are currently prepared for publishing [97].
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5.1 Introduction
This chapter describes the experimental search for a pressure-induced phase
transition in DTN by µSR and neutron diffraction.
In the last decades, quantum magnets have been studied with great interest [1].
The physics of some of the gapped antiferromagnets could be understood in terms
of Bose-Einstein-condensation (BEC) of magnons [53] with a dynamical critical
exponent z=2 at the field-induced quantum critical point. More rare are studies on
qualitatively different z=1 quantum critical points due to a lack of experimental
systems. So far, the only experimental realizations are the pressure-induced
quantum phase transitions in TCuCl3 and PHCC [5,23-25].
Here, DTN is investigated as to the existence of a pressure-induced phase
transition that was theoretically predicted [16-18], see also chapter 2,
section 2.2.3. DTN as a material has been known for more than a century [98].
The correct structure has already been published in 1963 [99]. It is one of the best
experimental realizations of a BEC phase and was extensively investigated in this
context [13,14,30]. However, DTN was also theoretically predicted to be a
suitable candidate for a quantum phase transition with dynamical critical exponent
z=1 at the quantum critical point [16]. Zapf et al. showed that DTN exhibits
significant magnetostriction [31]. Therefore, DTN should be sensitive to external
pressure on the sample and hence an ideal experimental system.
The chapter includes in parts the joint work of the authors in [97]. First, previous
studies on the anisotropy-gapped S=1 quantum paramagnet DTN are summarized.
Second, the growth procedure for protonated and deuterated DTN single crystals
is briefly described. Further, µSR and neutron diffraction measurements on DTN
under hydrostatic pressure are presented and discussed. The last section concludes
the chapter.

5.2 The anisotropy-gapped S=1 quantum paramagnet DTN
5.2.1 Crystallographic and magnetic properties of DTN
The crystallographic and magnetic properties of dichlorotetrakis-thioureanickel,
abbreviated DTN, have been studied in [30,42,100]. The organometallic
compound DTN, with the chemical formula NiCl2⋅4SC(NH2)2, consists of
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nickel(II)chloride and the organic spacer molecule thiourea and crystallizes in the
body-centered tetragonal space group I4 (Fig. 5.2.1.1). Two molecules are
contained in one unit cell. With this, the structure is actually that of two
interpenetrating lattices that can be treated as effectively decoupled. The lattice
parameters

at

110K

are

𝑎 = 𝑏 = 9.558Å

and

𝑐 = 8.981Å

with

2+

𝛼 = 𝛽 = 𝛾 = 90° [99]. The Ni -ions have spin quantum number 1 and are
aligned along chains parallel to the crystallographic c-axis located in the corners
and in the center of each unit cell. Each nickel atom is surrounded by four
thiourea molecules, which are related to each other by a four-fold axis, and further
by two chlorine atoms Cl(I) and Cl(II), with Ni-Cl bond lengths of 2.4 Å and
2.52 Å, respectively [99]. The chlorine atoms mediate the magnetic interaction of
the S=1 Ni-atoms by super exchange [101].

a)

b)

c)

Figure 5.2.1.1: Crystal structure of DTN. a) Ni2+-ions in red and Cl--ions in
green are aligned in chains along the c-axis in the body centered tetragonal
crystal lattice. The organic spacer molecule thiourea is depicted in the lower unit
cell only. b) View of the crystal plane perpendicular to the c-axis and c) parallel
to the c-axis of DTN. The figure is adapted from [102].
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DTN does not develop spontaneous long range magnetic order as the temperature
is lowered; the correlations between the spins remain short-ranged [16]. The
spin 1 triplet ground state of Ni2+-ions is split by a large single-ion anisotropy into
a lower 𝑆 = 0 singlet state and a two-fold degenerate 𝑆 = ±1 doublet excited
state, separated by a spin gap of Δ = 0.28 meV at the antiferromagnetic zone
center (1⁄2 , 1/2, 1⁄2) [30,101]. The magnetic properties of DTN are well
described as those of a Heisenberg S=1 three-dimensional interacting spin system
with strong easy-plane single-ion anisotropy (see paragraph 2.2.3) with the
corresponding ground state Hamiltonian. The parameters of the Hamiltonian,
single-ion anisotropy 𝐷, intra-chain coupling 𝐽

and inter-chain coupling

𝐽 = 𝐽 = 𝐽 have been identified via inelastic neutron scattering and electron
spin resonance [23,100] and are listed in Tab. 5.2.1.1. As shown in [103], in the
presence of a strong easy-plane anisotropy D, the gap size Δ is determined by the
dimensionless parameter 𝐷/𝐽 .
𝐷/𝑘
Zapf et al. [13], INS
8.12K
Zvyagin et al. [100],
8.9K
ESR

𝐽 /𝑘

𝐽 /𝑘

1.74K

0.17K

2.2K

0.18K

Table 5.2.1.1: Single-ion anisotropy and magnetic exchange parameters in the
ground state Hamiltonian of DTN, the g-factor along the c-axis has been
determined to 𝑔 = 2.26 [100].

5.2.2 Magnetic phase transitions of DTN
The ground state of DTN is a spin-disordered quantum paramagnet. The
application of an external magnetic field parallel to the crystallographic c-axis
leads to a Zeeman splitting of the excited spin doublet state. At a critical field of
𝐻 = 2.1 T energy level crossing of the 𝑆 = −1 and the 𝑆 = 0 states occurs,
shown schematically in Fig. 5.2.2.1a [42]. This field-induced quantum phase
transition to a long-range magnetically ordered phase has been described as BEClike [13,14] and was studied extensively including thermodynamic measurements,
electron spin resonance and neutron diffraction studies [23,100]. Especially, the
phase boundary of DTN, depicted in Fig. 5.2.2.1b, has been studied extensively
often and from [13,14] it was concluded, that this phase transition is of the BEC
universality class, hence the dynamical critical exponent is z=2.
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a)

b)

Figure 5.2.2.1: a) Field-induced Zeeman-splitting of the excited energy states in
DTN. The figure is published in [42]. b) Experimental H-T phase diagram of DTN
based on measurements of specific heat and the magnetocaloric effect [100].
Between 𝐻 = 2.1 T and 𝐻 = 12.6 T, where all the spins saturate, the Ni S=1
spins exhibit three-dimensional XY antiferromagnetism. DTN was the first
quantum spin system containing S=1 Ni2+-ions rather than Cu-dimers to exhibit
BEC of spin degrees of freedom. The figure is adapted from [32].
A pressure-induced quantum phase transition in DTN has not been reported, yet,
and there is no information on the pressure-dependence of the exchange
interactions and the single-ion anisotropy. However, several theoretical
studies [16-18] suggest that applied pressure could enhance the inter-site
exchange constants and therefore, a critical value of 𝐷/𝐽 could be reached where
DTN’s spin gap closes. In this case, a pressure-induced quantum phase transition
with a z=1 quantum critical point has been predicted and with it the existence of a
transverse Goldstone mode and a longitudinal spin wave mode [17]. According
to [17] the transition could occur already at the point, where the exchange
interactions are enhanced by 15%. Interestingly, DTN has shown large
magnetostriction [31], which indicates that the material should have a strong
response to applied pressure. The experiments in this chapter are dedicated at
finding this pressure-induced transition.
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5.3 Crystal growth of DTN
According to the protocol described below, single crystal samples of protonated
and deuterated DTN (Fig. 5.3.1.1a) were grown from aqueous solutions of
thiourea and nickel chloride:
NiCl2 + 6H2 O + 4 ∙ SC(NH2 )2 ⎯

a)

NiCl 4 ∙ SC(NH ) .

b)

Figure 5.3.1.1: a) DTN single crystals and powder from single crystals.
b) Typical morphology of a DTN single crystal, the figure is adapted from [104].
For the growth of DTN single crystals, the slow evaporation method at fixed
temperatures, a low-temperature solution growth technique, was used [10]. This
method is straightforward; the most important requirement for high-quality
crystals is sufficient temperature stability. Therefore, solvent solution must
evaporate in a regulated way in a temperature-controlled oven. The optimal
growth parameters, e.g. temperature and aperture of the growth beaker, need to be
determined by trial and error. The following chemical protocol for the growth of
protonated DTN was used [102]:
- 100 ml of purified chromatographic water were used to prepare a DTN solution.
The water was warmed up to 70°C in a beaker on a hot plate.
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- Using a magnetic stirrer, 9 g of thiourea (Arcos Organics, Thiourea 99+%, for
analysis) were dissolved in the water. A slight excess of thiourea facilitated the
growth.
- 7.03 g nickel(II)chloride-hexahydrate (Sigma Aldrich, nickel(II)chloride
hexahydrate, 99.9% trace metals basis) were added to the solution and dissolved
under continuous stirring.
- The prepared solution was kept in a beaker at a temperature of 92 °C on a
hotplate in a temperature controlled oven. Slow evaporation yielded crystals of
higher quality; therefore, the beaker aperture had to be decreased to ensure a very
slow evaporation process.
- After several weeks, crystals formed at the bottom and could be withdrawn.
They were sealed with Bemis Parafilm M film in glass bottles for storage and
used for further experiments.
Neutron scattering and absorption cross sections are strongly isotope-dependent
and hydrogen has a very high incoherent scattering cross-section that would in
this case only contribute to the measurement background in the neutron scattering
experiments. Thus, deuterated crystals instead of protonated crystal are needed to
be prepared for neutron diffraction experiments. For the growth of deuterated
samples, anhydrous NiCl2 had to be used to avoid an unnecessary contamination
of the deuterated chemicals with hydrogen. Unfortunately, it turned out that the
commercially available NiCl2 includes nickel oxide remnants. Therefore, the
NiCl2 was solved in D2O (Armar Chemicals, Deuterium oxide 99.9% atom%D)
and filtered several times before its usage in the chemical synthesis. 9.48g of
deuterated thiourea (Uetikon Chemie AG, Thioharnstoff-d4, 98% deuterium) and
3.83g of NiCl2 (Alfa Aesar, Nickel(II)chloride, ultra dry, 99.9%, metal basis)
were used to prepare a growth solution for deuterated samples. This is the same
stoichiometric amount of material as was used for the protonated samples.
DTN crystals usually grow in a rectangular shape (Fig. 5.3.1.1b). The long axis is
the crystallographic c-axis and the other faces are parallel to the (1, 1, 0) and
(1, 1, 0) direction. However, they also tend to develop crystal twins. Therefore, a
careful quality check of all samples by single crystal x-ray diffraction was
necessary. A Bruker AXS single crystal diffractometer equipped with a cooled
APEX-II detector was used for this purpose. It was confirmed that all samples are
single phase crystals with lattice parameters as described in literature.
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5.4 µSR studies on DTN
To answer the question if DTN does order magnetically when external pressure is
applied, µSR measurements were conducted first. µSR experiments are
comparatively straightforward and fast, necessary protonated powder samples are
usually available before large deuterated single crystals can be grown.
Furthermore, µSR is very sensitive to even the smallest magnetic moments.
Should only a very weak magnetic order exist in a sample, µSR is the most
probable technique to discover it. In addition, reliable pressure cells with a
comparably large pressure range are available for µSR. With its high sensitivity
and at the same time high achievable pressures, µSR is therefore a reasonable
choice to begin and study the onset of magnetic order upon the application of
hydrostatic pressure.

5.4.1 Experiment
The experimental steps for the DTN measurements presented here are very similar
to what has been described for µSR measurements under pressure in chapter 4 for
PHCX. Therefore, the following description is limited to the necessary steps only,
details can be found in the experimental description in section 4.4.1.
Protonated DTN single crystals were powdered and pelletized to samples with a
total height of 12 mm and a diameter fitted to the bore diameter of the respective
pressure cells. Daphne Oil 7373 was used as pressure transmitting medium. The
samples were loaded into MP35N and CuBe piston-cylinder clamped pressure
cells, again under use of Daphne Oil 7373. Pressure was applied in a hydraulic
press. The actual pressure at low temperatures was determined in an acsusceptibility measurement with a piece of superconducting Indium wire as
pressure probe. Results are listed in Tab. 5.4.1.1, together with the respective
pressure cell type and diameter. A pressure error can be estimated from the width
of the transition of Indium to its superconductor phase; however, it never
exceeded 0.6 kbar.
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𝑝 [kbar]

cell type

𝑝 [kbar]

cell type

22.2

6mm, MP35N

10.2

8mm, CuBe

16.8

7mm, MP35N

7.1

8mm, CuBe

14.3

7mm, MP35N

4.2

8mm, CuBe

12.8

7mm, MP35N

2.3

8mm, CuBe

12.0

6mm, MP35N

1.7

8mm, CuBe

Table 5.4.1.1: Measured DTN sample pressures at liquid Helium temperatures
with pressure cell types and diameters. The pressure error of 0.6 kbar is derived
from the transition width of superconducting transition of the pressure probe.
For the µSR experiment, pressure cells were mounted and positioned inside a
sorption-pumped 3He Oxford cryostat capable of reaching a base temperature of
0.24 K. Usually, samples are pressurized to the highest possible pressures in the
beginning; in the further course of an experiment the pressure is only decreased.
The reason for this approach is the need to optimize the momentum of the
incoming muon beam before the start of an experiment. At high pressures,
chances are best to be in a magnetically ordered phase and thus, it is easier to
distinguish between the sample and the cell. This approach will become important
later in the discussion of the experimental results. The optimized muon beam
momenta for the different pressure cell types are summarized in Tab. 5.4.1.2.
Pressure cell type

Muon beam momentum

8 mm CuBe25

101.5 MeV/c

7 mm MP35N

104.3 MeV/c

6 mm MP35N

105.5 MeV/c

Table 5.4.1.2: Optimized muon beam momenta for all utilized pressure cell types
for DTN samples. DTN has a physical density of 1.732 g/cm3 [104].
Measurements were carried out at the continuous high momentum µE1 decay
beamline on the General Purpose Decay Channel (GPD) instrument at the Swiss
muon source at Paul Scherrer Institute. Weak transversal field (wTF) spectra and
zero-field (ZF) spectra at different temperatures, from base temperature up to the
paramagnetic phase, were recorded. For analysis the program musrfit [90] was
used.
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5.4.2 Results and discussion
µSR measurements in zero applied magnetic field are a sensitive technique to
detect spontaneous magnetic order. However, they provide no information on the
type of magnetic ground state. Selected ZF µSR spectra at ambient pressure, at an
intermediate pressure of 7 kbar and at the maximum achievable pressure of
22 kbar are shown in Fig. 5.4.2.1. For each pressure, the spectra at the base
temperature of 0.24 K and at 10 K are shown.
Different pressure cell types made of CuBe and MP35N alloy were used. The
contribution to the detected signal due to muons stopping in the pressure cell
walls is significant; however, the functional form of this background is well
known [77]. Whereas the background of CuBe is essentially temperatureindependent and can be fitted with a Kubo-Toyabe function, the background of
MP35N is temperature-dependent below 1 K. The pressure cell background is the
larger, the lower the sample diameter and hence the achievable maximum pressure
gets.
For the ambient pressure spectra in Fig. 5.4.2.1, the sample is indistinguishable
from the pressure cell at both temperatures. It can be concluded that the sample is
in its paramagnetic phase. Here, the relaxation of muon spins is due to static
nuclear dipolar fields. Electronic moments in the cell and sample are motionally
narrowed out because of rapid dynamic fluctuations. For applied pressures of
7 kbar and 22 kbar, the 10 K spectra look similar to those for ambient conditions.
However, at base temperature and non-zero applied pressures spectra show a
noticeable additional relaxation at early times. This is not yet a proof of existent
magnetic order in the sample as a clear oscillating signal is missing. Therefore,
other possible causes have to be excluded: The initial depolarization cannot be
due to nuclear magnetic moments because the depolarization is too fast and, as
temperature scans have shown, too temperature-dependent. Muonium and other
bound states in the sample could form and would result in a similar signal. This is
particularly possible in a partly organic compound like DTN. However, for such
states, again, the temperature dependence is too strong and usually a transition
would occur at higher temperatures. For this reasons, the depolarization at low
temperatures upon the application of hydrostatic pressure must be of electronic
origin. From the qualitative discussion of the ZF µSR data it is thus evident that
indeed, DTN does show magnetic order when applying external pressure.
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For a fit of the ZF data above the transition temperature 𝑇 in the paramagnetic
phase, the following simple polarization function that includes cell background
and signal can well describe the data:
𝐴(𝑡) = 𝐴(𝑡 = 0) 𝐺(𝑡) 𝑒

.

The Gauss-Kubo-Toyabe function 𝐺(𝑡) accounts for the longitudinal relaxation of
polarized muon spins by a Gaussian distributed field around 𝐵 = 0 with the root
mean square width

〈𝐵 〉:
𝐺(𝑡) =

1 2
+ [1 − (𝜎𝑡) ]𝑒
3 3

(

)

,

where
𝜎 = 𝛾 〈𝐵 〉𝑡 .
The exponential relaxation 𝑒

is a phenomenological additional dynamic

relaxation that quenches the 1/3-tail of the Gauss-Kubo-Toyabe function.
For the ZF spectra that at applied pressures and low temperatures show a rapid
relaxation at early times, various polarization functions give a similar good fit.
Here, a heavily damped oscillation relaxation
𝐴 cos(𝜔𝑡) 𝑒
is chosen as an addition to the above described fit function. Then, at high
pressures like 22 kbar, muons experience a Gaussian distributed field of size
35 mT with a large width of 130 mT, at lower pressures the field and field width
are lower with 18 mT±100 mT. It can be concluded that pressure induces a rather
inhomogeneous magnetic state.
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Figure 5.4.2.1: ZF µSR spectra for DTN at ambient pressure, intermediate and at
high pressures of 7 kbar and 22 kbar in a time range from zero to 7 µs. Data are
shown for 0.24 K and 10 K, respectively. Solid lines are fits to the data as
described in the text.
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Figure 5.4.2.2: Non-normalized magnetic volume fraction determined from wTF
µSR measurements at intermediate and at high pressures of 7 kbar and 22 kbar,
respectively.
µSR measurements in a weak transverse field of 30 Gauss were recorded at
different temperatures from base temperature to temperatures in the paramagnetic
phase. This technique allows an efficient localization of the transition
temperatures [58]. The transition from a magnetically ordered to a non-ordered
phase can be represented by plotting the decrease of the asymmetry 𝐴 against
temperature. 𝐴 can then be considered as a magnetic volume fraction [58]. As
described in detail in chapter 4, the simple polarization function
𝑃 (𝑡) = 𝐴 cos(𝜔𝑡 + 𝜑) 𝑒

(

)

+ 𝐴

was used to fit the data in the time range from 0.2µs to 7.0µs. The cosine function
describes the muon spin Larmor precession in the external magnetic field.
Although the initial muon spin polarization is expected to be perpendicular to the
field direction, small deviations can be accounted for by a phase 𝜑, which is
usually very small. The exponential function characterizes the signal damping due
to spin dephasing in the applied magnetic field with its narrow field distribution.
The constant contribution 𝐴 contains mostly a paramagnetic fraction and some
other effects. Parameters 𝜔, 𝜑 and 𝜆 are assumed to be temperature-independent
and were fitted globally for all spectra of a certain pressure and the asymmetries
𝐴 and 𝐴 were fitted for each single spectrum in a chain fit. The cell contribution
is not explicitly included in the fit. However, the transition temperatures have
shown to be consistent with the ones concluded from µSR ZF measurements,
where the initial depolarization due to magnetic order in the samples disappears.
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The temperature dependence of the magnetic volume fraction is plotted for
intermediate and high pressures of 7 kbar and 22 kbar in Fig. 5.4.2.2. The
transition from ordered to paramagnetic state is marked by a drop in the magnetic
volume fraction. The transition temperatures 𝑇 were determined by sigmoidal
fits as described in detail in chapter 4. 𝛥𝑇 is the transition width. All results are
summarized in Tab. 5.4.2.1.
𝑝 [kbar]

𝑇 [K]

𝛥𝑇 [K]

𝑝 [kbar]

𝑇 [K]

𝛥𝑇 [K]

22.2

7.9

0.3

10.2

3.0

0.2

16.8

6.0

0.25

7.1

2.4

0.2

14.3

5.6

0.2

4.2

1.9

0.3

12.8

5.0

0.2

2.3

1.7

0.2

12.0

3.1

0.2

1.7

-

-

Table 5.4.2.1: Transition temperatures and transition widths determined for all
measured pressures. No transition could be detected for1.7 kbar; the sample is in
a paramagnetic phase even at low temperatures.

a)

b)

Figure 5.4.2.3: a) Phase diagram of DTN in its high-pressure phase, determined
by wTF µSR measurements. The higher the applied pressure, the higher the
magnetic transition temperature gets. b) The course of the measurements is made
plausible by this figure. Indeed, all shown points belong to DTN’s high-pressure
phase, except the highlighted low pressure data below 2 kbar.
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All wTF data are summarized in the 𝑝-𝑇 phase diagram in Fig. 5.4.2.3a. The
higher the applied pressure, the higher the magnetic transition temperature gets. In
Fig. 5.4.2.3b the sequential order of measured pressures is shown. Except for
three measurements below 2 kbar, all 𝑝-𝑇 points were obtained coming from high
pressures. This circumstance will become important again in the next sections.

5.4.3 Review of µSR results with inelastic neutron scattering
After the µSR results implied the pressure-induced onset of magnetic order in
DTN at comparably low pressures, the spin excitation spectrum has been
measured by inelastic neutron scattering [97] at zero pressure and in the presumed
magnetically ordered phase. These data are shown in Fig. 5.4.3.1.

Figure 5.4.3.1: Spin excitation spectrum at 0 kbar and 4 kbar in a He gas cell.
Data have been taken at the time of flight LET neutron spectrometer at ISIS at
1.8 K. The figure is adapted from [97].
DTN as a gapped S=1 Heisenberg antiferromagnet is expected to develop longrange magnetic order as soon as the spin gap is closed. In the previous µSR
measurements magnetic order was detected for pressures as low as 2 kbar. Thus,
in case of a pressure-induced quantum phase transition no spin gap should be
observable at 4 kbar in Fig. 5.4.3.1. Surprisingly, the gap remains open. Instead of
a quantum phase transition, a pressure-induced structural transformation must be
considered.
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5.5 Neutron diffraction studies on DTN
µSR experiments have shown that magnetic order can be induced in DTN by the
application of hydrostatic pressure. At the same time, the spin excitation spectrum
measured with inelastic neutron scattering proofed that DTN’s spin gap does not
close at applied pressures. This contradiction would be solved if it can be shown
that the existence of magnetic order is due to a pressure-induced structural
transformation in DTN rather than a quantum phase transition. To resolve the
issue, neutron diffraction was used to investigate a potential pressure-induced
structural transformation.

5.5.1 Neutron powder diffraction
Neutron powder diffraction is a powerful technique for studying the structural and
magnetic properties of advanced materials. In particular, data can be used to carry
out accurate crystal structure refinements to determine atomic positions.
Experiment
Neutron powder diffraction measurements were performed at the HB2a highresolution neutron powder diffractometer located at the High Flux Isotope Reactor
at Oak Ridge National Laboratory [105].
The Neutron powder diffractometer has a Debye-Scherrer geometry; a germanium
wafer-stack monochromator is vertically focusing and provides one of three
principal wavelengths Ge[113] 2.41 Å, Ge[115] 1.54 Å or Ge[117] 1.12 Å,
depending on which reflection is in the diffracting condition. More details about
neutron powder diffraction in general and the HB2a instrument can be found in
chapter 3 and [105,106]. Measurements were made on powdered samples of
solution-grown fully deuterated DTN single crystals of a few grams. Samples
were either loaded in vanadium powder cans with known absorption properties or
in one of two available pressure cell types, an Al-helium gas pressure cell with an
applicable pressure range of zero to 6 kbar or a CuBe clamp cell for pressures of
up to 20 kbar at low temperatures. Pressure in the He-gas cell was determined insitu by a manometer that was attached to the compressor. The pressures reached
with the clamp cell are not exactly known and were not specifically measured at
low temperatures. However, tabulated pressure values from a previous rock salt
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calibration exist and were used for an estimate of the actual pressure inside the
clamp cell. It is assumed that these values are accurate within 1 kbar. For low
temperature measurements, vanadium cans and pressure cells were eventually
installed in a top-loading Orange cryostat capable of reaching a base temperature
of 1.8 K. The samples were aligned in parallel and perpendicular direction in the
beam with a neutron camera.
Data were collected at ambient conditions and applied pressures at 1.8 K and
300 K using both, Ge[113] 2.41 Å and Ge[115] 1.54 Å as incident wavelengths.
Experimental files were accessible on the instrument using the SPICE data
acquisition and data reduction software, spectra were further binned with
Graffiti [107]. The software program Fullprof was used for structural refinements
of the neutron powder diffraction patterns [108].
Results and discussion
Phase transformations in crystals are accompanied by the rearrangement of the
crystal lattice, where the atomic arrangement of the new phase is different from
the one of the initial phase. Upon crossing the phase boundary, a discontinuity in
structural properties such as lattice parameters or a sudden peak splitting due to a
change of lattice geometry is expected in case of a structural transformation in
DTN. Thus, the powder diffraction data are searched for a discontinuous change
in lattice parameters or a peak splitting above a certain applied pressure.
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Figure 5.5.1.1: Neutron diffraction powder spectra of DTN. Above 6 kbar
additional peaks appear that are consistent with a superstructure with wave
vector (½, ½, 0). The superstructure remains even when pressure is decreased
again to a value below 6 kbar. Therefore, the transformation is irreversible. Only
when the pressure is totally relieved, the material relaxes back from its highpressure superstructure phase to DTN. Figure according to [97].
Selected powder spectra at different pressures are shown in Fig. 5.5.1.1. In the
pressure range of the He-gas cell no splitting of any structural peak occurred;
unless the peak splitting cannot be resolved, a structural transformation up to
6.3 kbar is therefore unlikely. Neutron powder spectra up to 20 kbar were
recorded utilizing the pressure clamp cell. As mentioned, no additional structural
peaks were detected up to 6.3 kbar in the He-gas cell. The same applies for the
spectra that were taken up to 6 kbar in the pressure clamp cell. However, at
pressures higher than 6 kbar, side peaks appear near the (0, 0, 2) peak and a new
peak develops at 2𝜃 = 18°. These new peaks are consistent with the formation of
a commensurate superstructure superimposed on the crystal structure of DTN.
This corresponds to a doubling of the unit cell along the crystallographic 𝑎 and 𝑏
direction. The superstructure peaks appear as (½, ½, 1) peak at 18° and
(½, 3/2, 0) and (3/2, 3/2, 1) peaks near (0, 0, 2) in the powder spectra in
Fig. 5.5.1.1b. Subsequent neutron experiments at CNCS [97] support this finding
(Fig. 5.5.1.2) and show the superstructure Bragg peaks at the equivalent positions.
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0 kbar

8 kbar

Figure 5.5.1.2: Single crystal elastic neutron scattering at 1.8 K at the CNCS
instrument, ORNL. At ambient pressure on the left side, only structural DTN
Bragg peaks are visible, whereas at 8 kbar additional superstructure peaks,
defined by a wave vector of (½ ½ 0), appear in the phase space. The figures are
adapted from [97].
From this qualitative discussion it is concluded that above 6.3 kbar DTN
undergoes a pressure-induced structural transformation in form of superstructure
formation. This structural transformation is the probable cause for the pressureinduced magnetic order detected by µSR measurements. In the further discussion
this superstructure phase will be related to as high-pressure phase of DTN.
With a further look at Fig. 5.5.1.1 it can be seen that the superstructure’s peaks
remain up to a pressure of 20 kbar. Strikingly, the same is true for spectra that
were recorded at pressures below 6 kbar coming from the high-pressure phase.
The pressure-induced transformation is therefore irreversible. The sample did only
relax back from the high-pressure phase to DTN after opening the cell and
releasing the pressure. The irreversible behavior also means that previous µSR
data need to be reconsidered under this aspect. As was mentioned in section 5.4.1,
for reasons of momentum optimization at the beginning of a measurement, the
first applied pressure is usually the maximum one. Hence, for a first data point,
the sample will be always pressurized to a value above 6 kbar. That means that the
obtained µSR data belong completely to DTN’s high pressure phase and not to
DTN itself, what becomes also evident in Fig. 5.4.2.3. Only the points that were
taken at zero pressure with opened cells are DTN data as the material could relax
back. This also explains, why only these ambient pressure points are not
magnetically ordered as they are pure DTN. At all other pressures, also the ones
below 6 kbar, the high-pressure phase shows magnetic order due to the
irreversibility of the structural transformation.
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0 kbar

6 kbar

Figure 5.5.1.3: Profile-matching of powder spectra, here for 0 kbar and 6 kbar
data at 1.8 K and a wavelength of 1.54 Å in the He-gas cell. As fit parameters
DTN lattice parameters were determined.
For a more quantitative approach, neutron diffraction powder spectra were refined
with Fullprof. A full Rietveld refinement was not possible; the background of the
pressure cell was too high. Thus, intensities could not be resolved; however, peaks
could be successfully matched to the underlying crystal structure of the DTN.
Peak shapes were modeled with the Thompson-Cox-Hastings pseudo-Voigt
function with axial divergence asymmetry. Asymmetry parameters were fixed.
The background for all spectra was defined by a linear interpolation of a set of 19
background points with refineable heights. Several regions had to be excluded
because of pressure cell background peaks. Thus, lattice constants for the DTN
phase could be extracted as parameters.
In Fig. 5.5.1.3 selected fits are shown at ambient pressure and below and above
the structural transformation. From these fits, the pressure dependence of lattice
parameters in DTN and in DTN’s high-pressure phase could be determined.
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Figure 5.5.1.4: Lattice constants determined from profile-matching fits of DTN
powder spectra. Data are shown for 1.8 K and 300 K for He-gas and clamp
pressure cell spectra. From around 8 kbar on, DTN’s lattice parameters do not
decrease substantially anymore.
Lattice constants, obtained from fits of the powder diffraction data, are shown in
Fig. 5.5.1.4. Up to 8 kbar all DTN lattice constants decrease continuously with
increasing external pressure. Between 8 kbar and 10 kbar, however, a
discontinuous change can be detected both in the 𝑎 and 𝑏 as well as the 𝑐 lattice
parameter. This discontinuous change in atomic positions is due to the formation
of the unit cell doubling along 𝑎 and 𝑏 and thus, a structural phase transformation
in DTN.
Comparable pressure scans were not only taken at a base temperature of 1.8 K but
also at room temperature. The high-temperature data show that the structural
phase transformation is, within the pressure uncertainty, independent of
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temperature and the transformation occurs in the same pressure range as for low
temperatures.
In conclusion, it could be shown that the pressure-induced magnetic order in DTN
is not due to a quantum phase transition. Instead, a temperature-independent,
irreversible structural transformation to a high-pressure phase with a
superimposed superstructure occurs at a pressure of 8 kbar within a pressure error
of approximately 1 kbar.

5.5.2 Single crystal neutron diffraction
The aim of the single crystal neutron diffraction experiment was to determine how
exactly DTN’s crystal structure changes at the structural transformation to its
high-pressure phase upon the application of hydrostatic pressure. Therefore, a
structural refinement of DTN and DTN’s high pressure phase is necessary and
was conducted by [109].
Experiment
As a sample a fully deuterated DTN single crystal, grown from solution by slow
evaporation as described in section 5.3, of 10 mg and dimensions of
2 mm x 2 mm x 2 mm was used. Single-crystal neutron diffraction measurements
were carried out at the HB3a four-circle diffractometer at the High Flux Isotope
Reactor at the Oak Ridge National Laboratory. A description of neutron single
crystal diffraction in general can be found in chapter 3; detailed instrument
properties of the HB3a are listed in [110]. For measurements in the high pressure
phase, the sample was inserted into a CuBe pressure clamp cell. A maximum
pressure of approximately 20 kbar was applied with a hydraulic press. As a
pressure transmitting medium Daphne Oil 7373 was used. Although Daphne Oil
contains hydrogen that adds a general background to the measurement signal due
to strong incoherent neutron scattering, the typical amount of the oil is too little to
cover the expected nuclear signal from DTN. The pressure cell was inserted into a
closed-cycle helium refrigerator and cooled down to the base temperature of
approximately 5 K.
Neutron diffraction data sets were collected at room temperature under ambient
conditions and at 5 K and an applied hydrostatic pressure of approximately
20 kbar. The neutron wavelength of 1.536 Å was used with a bent perfect Si
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monochromator. For data acquisition and data reduction the dedicated software
packages SPICE and Graffiti [107] were used. Nuclear structures were resolved
using Fullprof [108].
Results and discussion
Consistent with literature and previous measurements, the sample’s crystal
structure and lattice parameters at room temperate and ambient pressure
have been refined as space group I4 with 𝑎 = 𝑏 = 9.542 Å, 𝑐 = 9.075 Å and
𝛼 = 𝛽 = 𝛾 = 90°.
For a full refinement at ambient conditions, the position of 11 atoms has to be
considered. Therefore, 26 independent parameters were fitted; the thermal factors
were fixed. Thiourea fragments needed to be restrained in bond lengths and angles
for meaningful results. However, a certain irregularity of the organic spacer
molecules remains with this approach. A rigid body refinement could not achieve
a better quality of fit, though. With the standard approach, a fit of the data with an
Rf2 factor of 14% could be achieved. The respective unit cell is shown in
Fig. 5.5.2.1a.
In the high-pressure phase of DTN, where additional diffraction peaks indicate a
doubling of the lattice in both, 𝑎 and 𝑏 direction, the emerging superstructure can
be described by the subgroups P4 or P42 of the parent space group I4. The new
supercell consists of 76 independent atomic positions and a manifold of degrees of
freedom (Fig. 5.5.2.1b). Since the data set only contains about 100 unique
reflections, the structure of the supercell cannot be resolved completely. However,
in a first approximation the original tetragonal unit cell without superstructure
peaks was fitted to the high-pressure phase. The rigid body method, where
thiourea molecules are fixed at a certain position relative to an origin, gave rather
poor fits. This is an indication that the structural transformation could consist
mainly in the rotation and distortions of the thiourea clusters. A better, however
still poor fit with the ambient conditions model, refines the crystal structure in a
way, where thiourea molecules rotate out of the initial coplanar planes
(Fig. 5.5.2.1c). Probably, the formation of a superstructure in DTN’s highpressure phase is dominated by an effect linked to the rotation of thiourea
fragments instead of changes in the Ni-Cl-bonding.
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a)

b)

c)

Figure 5.5.2.1: a) DTN unit cell at ambient conditions. b) Supercell of DTN in the
high-pressure phase with 76 independent atomic positions. The supercell due to a
doubling of symmetry scales in both, 𝑎 and 𝑏 direction, includes four times the
volume of DTN’s tetragonal unit cell. c) Fit of the original tetragonal unit cell
without superstructure peaks in the high-pressure phase of DTN. Thiourea
molecules rotate out of the initial plane. All figures are adapted from [109] and
generated with the PowderCell2.4 program.
In summary, a quantum phase transition in DTN cannot be induced by the
application of hydrostatic pressure as has been suggested [16-18]. The structural
refinement of DTN single crystals under pressure is very demanding because of
experimental limitations due to the large pressure cell background and the
complicated structure of this organo-metallic material. Even so, it may be
concluded that the structural transformation is mainly due to the change of the
positions of the organic thiourea molecules and not because of the Ni-Cl-chains.

5.6 Conclusion and outlook
The gapped S=1 quantum paramagnet DTN was suggested to be a promising
candidate for a rare pressure-induced quantum phase transition with dynamical
critical exponent z=1 at the quantum critical point [16-18]. The presented data
shows that this is not the case and such a quantum phase transition in DTN cannot
be induced. Although an onset of magnetic order was observed upon application
of hydrostatic pressure in µSR measurements, neutron diffraction experiments
could identify this transition as a temperature-independent, irreversible structural
transformation to a high-pressure phase with a superimposed superstructure at a
pressure of 7 kbar. Single crystal neutron diffraction measurements can be
interpreted in a way, in which the structural transformation is mainly due to the
change of the positions of the organic thiourea molecules.
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Is there still a possibility to close the spin gap in DTN in zero field and thus,
induce a quantum phase transition with dynamical critical exponent z=1 at the
quantum critical point? Experiments in this chapter have shown that a structural
transformation sets in before exchange constants in the Hamiltonian of DTN can
be driven to a critical value, for which a quantum phase transition at zero field
was predicted [17]. As this structural phase transition might be due to the change
of the thiourea molecule positions, the application of uniaxial pressure along the
chains instead of hydrostatic pressure could leave them almost unperturbed. In
this case the search for a potential pressure-induced phase transition could be
continued. However, appropriate clamp pressure cells are only available in certain
technical limits. Further, it has been shown that by introducing bond disorder in
DTN, the spin gap is decreased [32,81]. If the spin gap can be closed by
hydrostatic pressure at all, a lower applied hydrostatic pressure would then be
sufficient to close the gap even before the onset of the structural transformation.
There is also a way to close to spin gap in zero field without the application of
external pressure and only by bond-disorder alone. This case is discussed in the
next chapter.
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criticality in DTNX
Inelastic neutron scattering is used to investigate if by introduction of
chemical bond-disorder the gapped S=1 system DTN can be tuned to
zero-field quantum criticality at ambient pressure. Critical properties
are analyzed with thermodynamic methods. The transition
temperature of DTNX in the gapless phase is determined with µSR.
Parts of this chapter are published in [111] and currently prepared
for publishing in [112].
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6.1 Introduction
In this chapter, various experimental techniques are applied to study properties of
the quantum phase transition in critically disordered DTNX.
Magnetic insulators, particularly gapped quantum magnets, are ideal models of
various types of quantum critical points and phase transitions [1,43]. Quantum
phase transitions are typically induced by an external magnetic field [17] or by the
continuous tuning of the Hamiltonian parameters with applied hydrostatic
pressure [5,24]. The latter zero-field quantum phase transitions with dynamical
critical exponent z=1 at the quantum critical point are rare but of particular
interest [113,114]. Their properties differ essentially from those of the more
familiar field-induced Bose-Einstein condensation [53] or Ising-type
transitions [115]. However, experimental constrictions in high-pressure
experiments restrain many measurements of critical behavior, universality and
scaling laws.
This chapter relates to the detection of the disorder-induced quantum phase
transition in zero applied field and at zero pressure in the critically bonddisordered quantum paramagnet DTNX. Although a number of bond-disordered
organo-metallic quantum magnets exists, e. g. TlCuCl3 [80], IPA-CuCl3 [84],
PHCC [26-29], Sul-Cu2Cl4 [82] and Cu(Qnx)Cl2 [116,117], in most of these
systems, bond disorder increases the spin gap and pushes the system away from a
z=1 quantum critical point. DTNX, the bond-disordered version of the extensively
studied S=1 gapped quantum paramagnet DTN [13], is an exception and therefore
a suited experimental system to study critical properties at a z=1 quantum critical
point.
The chapter is structured as follows: First, the present state of knowledge
regarding DTNX is summarized. Second, the growth procedure for protonated and
deuterated DTNX single crystals and the characterization of the disorder
concentration is briefly described. In the further sections, inelastic neutron
scattering, thermodynamic and µSR experiments are presented and discussed. The
chapter closes with a conclusion of the results.
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6.2 Bond-disordered S=1 quantum paramagnet DTNX
6.2.1 Crystallographic and magnetic properties of DTNX
DTNX with its chemical formula Ni(Cl1-xBrx)24SC(NH2)2 is derived from its
parent compound DTN, by partial substitution of the chlorine ions by bromine
ions. The magnetic properties of pure DTN are those of antiferromagnetic S=1
chains of Ni2+-ions oriented along the crystallographic c-axis and coupled
transversally in the a-b plane [13,32,100]. A spin gap of 𝛥 = 0.29 meV separates
the disordered quantum paramagnetic ground state from the excited states.
Detailed information on DTN’s crystallographic and magnetic properties is given
in section 5.2 of chapter 5.
DTNX has the same I4 crystal structure as DTN. Although the Br atomic radius is
larger than the Cl atomic radius, the Cl-site is an oversized cage and can be
replaced by the larger Br-atom with only minimal changes in lattice constants and
no observable structural distortion [32]. The DTNX lattice constants for all
disorder concentrations that were determined in this work do not differ
significantly from those of disorder-free DTN, see chapter 5.2.1. A sketch of
DTNX’ crystal lattice is shown in Fig. 6.2.1.1.
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b)

a)

Figure 6.2.1.1: Crystal structure of a) the parent compound DTN and b) bonddisordered DTNX. Single ion anisotropy and the intra-chain magnetic exchange
coupling 𝐽 are depicted for non-disordered and disordered Ni-Ni-bonds,
respectively. The organic thiourea molecules that act as a spacer between the S=1
nickel chains along the crystallographic 𝑐-axis are omitted for clarity. The figure
is adapted from [118].
Br-substitution alters the superexchange paths that connect two adjacent Ni-atoms
and therefore the magnetic coupling between Ni-ions and the on-site single-ion
anisotropies. 𝐽 has been shown to increase to 𝐽 ′ and 𝐷 is lowered to 𝐷′ because
of disorder [32,118]. The Hamiltonian for the Br-disordered sublattice (see also
section 2.2.3) is thus given by:

ℋ

=𝐽′

𝑺𝒊 ∙ 𝑺𝒋 + 𝐽
〈 〉∥

𝑺𝒊 ∙ 𝑺𝒋 + 𝐷′

(𝑆 ) .

〈 〉

For x = 8%, 𝐽 ′ = 2.35𝐽 and 𝐷′ = 𝐷/2 [32]. Spin dynamics of DTNX samples
with x = 6% were measured with inelastic neutron scattering [33]. The spectrum,
depicted in Fig. 6.2.1.2 is qualitatively similar to that of DTN. It is dominated by a
magnon mode with the dispersion minimum at the antiferromagnetic zone center,
the main difference to parent compound is the increase of bandwidth and the
reduced spin gap of 𝛥 = 0.2 meV. At already x = 13% the gap is significantly
reduced to 0.1 meV [102].
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Figure 6.2.1.2: Magnon dispersion relation fit to individual constant-Q cuts of
measured INS data in x = 6% DTNX. The dashed line is the reference magnon
dispersion in disorder-free DTN. The main difference between DTNX and DTN is
the reduced spin gap for the disordered compound at the antiferromagnetic zone
center O. The figure is adapted from [33].

6.2.2 Magnetic phase transitions of DTNX
In pure DTN, the ground state without disorder or external applied field is a
gapped quantum paramagnet. An applied magnetic field induces a BEC to an XY
antiferromagnet with the spin components transversal to the field [32]. However,
the strong effect of disorder in low-dimensional quantum magnets can lead to a
new universality class and scaling properties at quantum critical points. Specific
predictions for critical exponents of BEC in random disorder potential exist [119].
As elementary excitations of ordered spin systems can be described as bosonic
spin waves, spin physics in disordered magnetic insulators is connected to boson
physics [3]. This remains valid even in quantum paramagnetic phases and at
quantum phase transitions. Thus, field-induced phase transitions of DTNX were
studied to find and describe Bose glass phases in DTNX [32]. Ac-susceptibility,
dc-magnetization and specific heat experimental data, compared with quantum
Monte-Carlo simulations for x = 8% DTNX, show that disorder has a profound
effect on the 𝐻-𝑇 phase diagram (Fig. 6.2.2.1a and b). Both critical fields of the
BEC dome are lowered compared to pure DTN (Fig. 6.2.2.1a), and Bose glass
phases were observed in different regions of DTNX’ phase diagram. It was also
claimed that at zero field and below 200 mK DTNX is the first experimental
realization of a Mott glass and locally gapless due to local mini-BECs [32].
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Subsequent neutron diffraction and NMR experiments tried to confirm these
findings [81,102,120-122].
a)

b)

Figure 6.2.2.1: Phase diagrams in the field-temperature plane. a) Experimental
phase diagram of pure DTN and Br-disordered DTNX with Mott insulating (MI)
phase, Bose-Einstein condensate (BEC), Bose glass (BG) and Mott glass (MG)
phases from [32]. Disorder shifts the BEC dome to lower critical fields and
therefore reduces the spin gap. b) Schematic 𝑇-𝐻 phase diagram for DTNX at low
disorder concentrations with an impurity-induced BEC-dome revival. For higher
disorder concentrations the two BEC domes are predicted to merge again [120].
Yellow are regions where a Bose glass phase is expected. The figures are adapted
from [32,120].
Recent theoretical calculations and NMR experiments on DTNX and its fieldinduced quantum phase transition report the resurgence of a BEC at even higher
fields than 𝐻 due to phase coherence of doping-induced strongly localized
impurity states [120,121] (Fig. 6.2.2.1b).
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Figure 6.2.2.2: Ground states of DTN’s Hamiltonian according to [16]. The
arrow indicates the approximate trajectory of DTNX upon Br-substitution. The
inset shows the spin gap in DTNX as a function of bromine content. The figure is
adapted from [33].
The experiments on the field-induced phase transitions in DTNX have also shown
that disorder decreases the spin gap. Neutron scattering measurements [33]
revealed that this gap softening is primarily due to the increase of magnon
bandwidth. The 𝐷/𝐽 ratio decreases and is the main mechanism to also decrease
the spin gap and drive DTNX closer to a potential disorder-induced quantum
critical point (Fig. 6.2.2.2). From a simple linear fit the gap may be expected to
close at a Br-concentration of around x = 20%. Until very recently, it was not
clear if samples with this Br-concentration can be grown. The successful protocol
is described in the next chapter.
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6.3 Crystal growth and characterization of DTNX
6.3.1 Crystal growth
Disorder was introduced by chemical substitution of Cl through Br. DTNX can be
doped very cleanly without side effects such as changes in site symmetry and
local modifications of the crystal lattice [32].
a)

b)

c)

Figure 6.3.1.1: Crystal growth of DTNX samples. a) Preparation of growth
solution, b) small crystals for thermodynamic measurements, c) single crystal
alignment with x-ray diffraction.
Fully deuterated DTNX crystals were prepared by slow evaporation of an aqueous
solution of thiourea, nickelchloride and nickelbromide according to the protocol
described in section 5.3 for DTN and in [102]. For 9.48 g of deuterated thiourea
(Uetikon Chemie AG, Thioharnstoff-d4, 98% deuterium), 2.298 g of anhydrous
NiCl2 (Alfa Aesar, Nickel(II)chloride, ultra dry, 99.9%, metal basis) and 2.587 g
of anhydrous NiBr2 (Alfa Aesar, Nickel(II)bromide, ultra dry, 98.9%, metal basis)
were prepared in a solution of deuterated water D2O (Armar Chemicals,
Deuterium oxide 99.9% atom%D) for 40%-disordered DTNX. With a timescale
of several months, single crystals of DTNX grow significantly slower for high
bromine concentrations than for pure DTN.
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6.3.2 Characterization of disorder concentration with
fluorescence spectroscopy and single crystal x-ray diffraction

x-ray

The ratio of Br to Cl in each sample was determined by micro-XRF and single
crystal x-ray diffraction at room temperature. As explained in
section 3.2.2, micro x-ray fluorescence is an elemental analysis technique for the
determination of the chemical composition of a sample. An EDAX Orbis MicroXRF Analyzer system was used to determine the relative Br-concentrations in the
DTNX crystals. X-ray diffraction measurements were taken at a Bruker x-ray
diffractometer with an APEX II CCD detector. The chemical structure was
solved. The chloride atomic positions Cl(1) and Cl(2) were refined as partially
occupied by Br. All of the Br-ions may occupy one of the Cl-sites, however
preferentially Cl(1) as was reported in [32]. It was also confirmed that all samples
are high quality single crystals with lattice parameters as described in literature.
Br disorder concentrations determined by XRF resemble the nominal
concentrations in the growth process throughout the bulk of each crystal, that is
x = 40%. However, crystals grow in a broad distribution around the nominal
concentration from x = 27% to almost x = 50% in the same batch. Therefore,
each crystal needs to be analyzed according to its Br-content for an experiment.
XRF is a quick and reliable technique for this purpose and gives accurate relative
disorder concentrations within one percentage of Br-content. In all further
descriptions, the experimental disorder concentration as determined by XRF is
used.
Selected samples were refined with single crystal x-ray diffraction in order to
obtain not only relative but absolute Br-contents. In general, the actual Brconcentration is approximately half of the concentration measured with XRF, for
example concentrations for samples with x = 40% and x = 33% were refined to
x

(40) = 21(2)% and x

(33) = 14(2)%.
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6.4 Inelastic neutron scattering on DTNX
6.4.1 Experiment
As a sample two fully deuterated single crystals of DTNX with x = 40% bromine
content as determined by XRF were co-aligned at the triple-axis spectrometer IN3
at ILL [64]. The rocking curves of the assembly are shown for the (002) and (220)
structure Bragg peaks in Fig. 6.4.1.1b. The total mass of the assembly was
191 mg. For spectroscopy experiments the obtained mosaic spread of
approximately 2° is still acceptable. The crystals were wrapped in Teflon tape and
tied on an aluminum sample holder with aluminum wires as shown in
Fig. 6.4.1.1a.
a)

b)

Figure 6.4.1.1: Two co-aligned single crystals of DTNX with x = 40%, were used
as a sample for inelastic neutron scattering. a) Co-aligned samples on the
aluminum sample holder. b) Intensity profile of the (002) and (220) Bragg peaks
in the co-aligned sample.
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Measurements were carried out on the high resolution cold neutron time of flight
spectrometer IN5 [65,123] at ILL in a 3He/4He dilution refrigerator: The sample
holder was attached to the cold finger of the IN5 dilution refrigerator. The
scattering plane was defined by the vectors 𝒖 = (1; 1; 0) and 𝒗 = (0; 0; 1). The
scattering plane is then given by 𝒘 = [1; −1; 0] and provides access to scattering
in [ℎ; ℎ; 𝑙]. All measurements were performed at the base temperature of 60 mK.
Most of the data was collected with the neutron incident energy 𝐸 = 2.26 meV or
𝜆 = 6 Å. The sample was rotated step-wise through the data collection, to fully
cover the first Brillouin zone. In this high-resolution setup approximately 170
degrees of the reciprocal space were covered with 30 minutes of data acquisition
time at every 1° step. Some data was also taken in the high-energy setup with
𝐸 = 4 meV in order to verify the absence of features above the energy transfer of
1 meV. In the high-energy setup 150 degrees were covered with 30 minutes of
counting at each 2° step. Lattice parameters were refined at 𝑇 = 60 mK to
𝑎 = 𝑏 = 9.569 Å and 𝑐 = 8.931 Å. Q-cuts of the TOF processed data were made
with Horace [124].

6.4.2 Results and discussion
The collected neutron TOF data in x = 40% DTNX are shown in Fig. 6.4.2.1. The
data are plotted without any background subtraction. The false color plot in
Fig. 6.4.2.1a shows scattering intensity versus energy transfer and momentum
transfer along a 𝑄 = (0.5; 0.5; 𝑙) reciprocal space rod with the antiferromagnetic
zone center at (0.5; 0.5; 0.5), where the global dispersion minimum of the spin
gap is observed directly.
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a)

b)

c)

d)

Figure 6.4.2.1: INS data of DTNX with x = 40%. a) Closed spin gap at the
antiferromagnetic zone center, b) structural and magnetic Bragg peaks of the
sample, c) magnon dispersion relation fit to individual constant-Q cuts,
d) scattering intensity of the observed magnetic Bragg peak. Figures c) and d) are
published in [111].
In contrast to all spectra measured for lower Br-concentration before [33], the
spectrum is gapless and approximately linear in the vicinity of the
antiferromagnetic zone center as a signature of an ordered phase. Magnetic
ordering is confirmed by magnetic Bragg peaks visible in the same IN5 data set at
(0.5; 0.5; 0.5) reciprocal space positions (Fig. 6.4.2.1b and d). These peaks are
resolution-limited, as deduced from Gaussian fits to intensity profiles measured
along different directions [33]. A rough analysis of their intensities [11] leads to
an estimate of the ordered moment per Ni-atom of 𝑚 = 0.3 𝜇 , which is very
small compared to the classical saturation value 2𝜇 for S=1. The ordering vector
in zero field in the DTNX sample is the same as in the field-induced ordered
phase of the disorder-free parent compound [30].
To summarize the results of INS, it could be shown that a disorder-induced
quantum phase transition occurs in DTNX and at a nominal Br disorder
concentration of x = 40% the material is in a magnetically ordered state where
the spin gap is closed. Thus, DTNX is the first experimental example of magnetic
ordering in a gapped quantum magnet that is stimulated only by bond disorder.
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6.5 Thermodynamic measurements on DTNX
6.5.1 Specific heat
Specific heat measurements were performed on a Quantum Design 3He/4He
dilution refrigerator down to 50 mK using the thermal relaxation method
described in section 3.2.3. Deuterated DTNX samples were used for this
measurement. Br-content was confirmed by XRF and single crystal x-ray
diffraction, orientations were determined with a Bruker single crystal x-ray
diffractometer. Specifications of the samples are listed in Tab. 6.5.1.1.

x = 29%

x = 33%

x = 35%

x = 38%

x = 40%

𝑚 = 1.71 mg

𝑚 = 2.20 mg

𝑚 = 1.68 mg

𝑚 = 1.88 mg

𝑚 = 1.10 mg

Table 6.5.1.1: Specifications of deuterated DTNX samples used for specific heat
measurements.
Each sample was mounted with ApiezonN grease onto the sample platform with
its 𝑐-axis along the magnetic field. In order to substract the background from the
raw heat capacity data later, the empty calorimeter with grease was measured as
function of temperature and several magnetic fields. For the specific heat
measurements, a standard sweep rate of 100 Oe/s was used for field scans at a
fixed temperature. For data processing, the addenda were substracted from raw
data and heat capacity converted to specific heat. Typical measured fielddependencies of specific heat are shown for different temperatures in Fig. 6.5.1.1a
for the x = 40% and 33% sample, respectively.
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Figure 6.5.1.1: Specific heat data for DTNX with Br disorder concentration
x = 33% as temperature scans for fixed magnetic fields. The peak of the λanomaly marks the transition temperature into the paramagnetic phase.
At a phase transition the heat capacity usually exhibits a diverging λanomaly [68].
The sharpness of the λ-peaks in x = 40 % DTNX supports that true long-range
order persists despite strong doping introduced into the system [32]. The gapless
nature of the excitation spectrum down to zero field measured with inelastic
neutron scattering described in the previous section is confirmed: Below the peak,
power law behavior is consistent with low-lying excited states and long range
antiferromagnetic order in three dimensions [32].
For the x = 33% sample, as shown in Fig. 6.5.1.1, the lambda anomalies in
specific heat are unresolved in fields below 0.8 T or equivalently, temperatures
below 300 mK. The sample is therefore not yet in the ordered phase as x = 42%
is, however x = 33% is very near to criticality: Down to 0.3 T, the heat capacity
curves contain precursors of long-range order in form of upturns in specific heat
near zero temperature.
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Figure 6.5.1.2: H-T phase diagram of DTNX at different disorder concentrations
around the critical Br-content. For the x = 33% sample, values from sample field
scans are added and depicted as triangles. Their maximum differs from the
temperature scans, which has been already observed for pure DTN in [102]. Solid
lines are a guide to the eye.
For all measured samples, the transition temperatures as a function of the field are
obtained by location of a sharp λ-peak in specific heat data (Fig. 6.5.1.2). Whereas
the x = 42% sample is in the ordered phase already at zero field, the 33% sample
does not order, yet. Based on the presented data, the critical concentration x at
which long range order appears in zero applied field must lie in a disorder
concentration range of x = 35%-37%.
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a)

b)

Figure 6.5.1.3: Log-log scaled specific heat data from temperature scans at fixed
magnetic fields for a) x = 40% and b) x = 33% Br-concentration. The zero-field
curves are fitted to a power law, respectively. Figures are published in [111].
In contrast to the activated behavior in samples with persisting spin gap, the loglog specific heat curves in Fig. 6.5.1.3 show a low-temperature behavior
according to a power law.
For the DTNX sample with x = 40%, the power law exponent 𝛼 = 3.5 ± 0.05
was fitted in a temperature range from 0.15 K to 0.5 K. Of all available samples
the one with x = 33% is closest to critical disorder concentration and spontaneous
ordering. In zero applied field, the specific heat follows the same power law
𝐶 (𝑇) ∝ 𝑇 .
The exponent was fitted to 𝛼 = 3.4 ± 0.5 and within the error this conforms with
the value found in the ordered x = 40% sample. In fact, at low temperatures the
specific heat of the samples with x = 33% and x = 40% converge to the same
trend, as can be seen in Fig. 6.5.1.3a. This suggests that for x = 33% the lowenergy excitations are also gapless. From an experimental point of view, the
x = 33% sample is thus at or very close to the quantum critical point.
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6.5.2 Magnetization
Susceptibility and magnetization measurements are a common method to study
the scaling behavior near a quantum critical point. Under the assumption that
DTNX with a nominal Br-concentration of x = 33% is very close to the quantum
critical point, scaling of magnetization in the magnetic field applied along the
crystallographic 𝑐-axis was studied. For these measurements a Quantum Design
MPMS SQUID magnetometer with an iQuantum 3He insert was used in order to
perform the measurements down to 50 mK. Typical magnetization curves in the
x = 33% sample at different temperatures are shown in Fig. 6.5.2.1a.
Criticality implies that the free energy of the system obeys the scaling relation:

𝐹(𝑇, 𝐻) = 𝜆 ℱ 𝜆

,𝜆 𝐻

with scaling parameters 𝑎 and 𝛼 for 𝜆 > 0. The parameter 𝛼 was already
determined from specific heat measurements. For magnetization the scaling law
takes the form
𝑀(𝑇, 𝐻)
𝐻

𝑇

=ℳ
𝐻

.

(

)

ℳ is a for the present unknown scaling function, however with a proper choice of
the exponent 𝑎, all measured data in the form of 𝑀(𝑇, 𝐻)/𝐻
onto a single curve when plotted against 𝑇/𝐻

(

)

should collapse

. According to the calorimetric

measurements in the previous section, the parameter 𝛼 was set to 𝛼 ≅ 3.4. The
data overlap function was then minimized as in [125,126] to find the parameter 𝑎.
The obtained value of 𝑎 = 0.36(6) leads to the data collapsed on the same curve
as shown in Fig. 6.5.1.1b.
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a)

b)

Figure 6.5.2.1: Magnetization data for DTNX with x = 33%. a) Magnetizationfield scans at various temperatures. b) Scaling of magnetization data; based
on [125,126] a scaling parameter of 𝑎 = 0.36(6) was obtained. The figure is
published in [111].

6.5.3 Scaling parameters – theory and experiment
The underlying assumption regarding the disorder-induced phase transition in
DTNX is that it can be understood in terms of the variation of average
Hamiltonian parameters with Br concentration as discussed in section 6.2. Then, a
quantum phase transition with dynamical critical exponent z=1 is expected at the
quantum critical point for the spontaneous breaking of O(2) symmetry in d=3
dimensions [18]. The hyper-scaling law then gives 𝛼 =

z

= 3, see section 2.1.3.

However, the observed critical exponents do not agree with this model. From an
experimental point of view, this may be due to a possibly insufficient dynamic
range in the experiments, or an inhomogeneous stress distribution in the samples,
which is known to have a rather drastic effect on the field-induced transition in the
parent compound DTN [81,122]. Another possible explanation concerns the effect
of disorder itself: The O(2) transition has the mean-field correlation length critical
exponent 𝜈 = 1/2 [18]. In this picture, the condition 𝑑𝜈 > 2 for which the
disorder vanishes on large scales is not satisfied for DTNX. This so-called Harris
criterion [127] implies that disorder in DTNX is relevant, although the effect on
the criticality of the z=2 field-induced transitions is controversial [122,128]. The
z=1 transition that is presumed here, is expected to be more susceptible.
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According to [15] the quantum critical point is not expected to survive in the
presence of disorder, and a strongly inhomogeneous weakly ordered Griffiths
phase is predicted instead. The contribution of the correspondent linearly
dispersive antiferromagnetic spin waves would simply correspond to a predicted
𝛼 = 3.

6.6 µSR measurements on DTNX
6.6.1 Experiment
Zero magnetic field (ZF), longitudinal applied magnetic fields (LF) and weak
transversal fields (wTF) with respect to initial muon-spin polarization were used
to perform μSR experiments. All experiments were carried out at the General
Purpose Surface-Muon Instrument (GPS) [129] and the Low Temperature Facility
Instrument (LTF) [130] at the πM3 beam line at the Swiss Muon Source at Paul
Scherrer Institute, Switzerland. The beam line provides positive muons with a
standard momentum of 28 MeV/c and a muon spin polarization of > 95%. GPS is
equipped with two longitudinal and four transverse positron detectors and a
minimum temperature of 2 K can be achieved with a continuous-flow He-4
evaporation cryostat. The instrument LTF is equipped with four positron detectors
and a 3He-4He DR cryostat which can reach temperatures down to about 0.02 K.
The temperature ranges of both instruments overlap.
Deuterated DTNX samples of x = 33% and 47 mg and of x = 40% and
approximately 100 mg were used. Whereas the x = 33% sample was a single
crystal, the x = 40% sample was powdered and pressed to a pellet of 10 mm in
diameter with Daphne Oil 7373. Both samples were characterized by XRF and
x-ray single crystal diffraction. For experiments on GPS, samples were wrapped
in a silver-polyester foil transparent to muons and glued to a Cu sampler holder.
For experiments on LTF, the samples were glued with grease on a silver plate for
better thermal contact, giving rise to a time- and temperature-independent
background signal due to muons that stopped in the silver plate. The μSR time
spectra were analyzed using the free software package musrfit [90].
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6.6.2 Results and discussion
Fig. 6.6.2.1 shows the ZF μSR time spectra for DTNX with x = 33% and 40%
Br-concentration at representative temperatures. Whereas only 10% of the signal
for the x = 33% data is due to the sample (Fig. 6.6.5.2a), the signal to background
ration is better for the x = 40% sample (Fig. 6.6.5.2b) because of its larger
diameter. For both disorder concentrations an initial asymmetry fraction is
missing. This behavior is sometimes seen in organic spin systems and is attributed
to the formation of muon radical states [58]. However, the effect is irrelevant to
the physics of magnetism of the system. No spontaneous μSR frequency is present
in the time spectra in both samples. Instead, a fast initial depolarization is
observed only for x = 40% at low temperatures that, regarding its temperature
dependence, shows that DTNX with x = 40% is magnetically ordered at zero
field, in contrast to x = 33%. Due to the large background of the data it cannot be
said whether the depolarization is due to inhomogeneous order in the sample or a
result of a variety of muon sites. In LF measurements for x = 40% at LTF base
temperature (Fig. 6.6.2.1b, inset), no complete decoupling in external fields is
observed and thus, dynamic contributions persist up to 6000 G.

Figure 6.6.2.1: ZF- and LF-µSR data for DTNX samples of a) x = 33% and
b) x = 40%. Solid lines are simple stretched exponential fits with exponential
background contribution.
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Figure 6.6.2.2: Magnetic volume fraction of DTNX with x = 40%, determined in
a wTF-µSR temperature scan at LTF and GPS. The steepest slope of the
sigmoidal fit marks the transition temperature to a paramagnetic phase.
Because no clear oscillation frequencies can be used to determine the magnetic
moment and order parameter against temperature from ZF measurements, the
transition temperature for x = 40% was determined from wTF measurements.
Weak transversal field experiments are used to determine the magnetic volume
fraction and the ordering temperatures. In a static magnetic environment of the
muon, the magnetic volume fraction is proportional to the initial oscillating
asymmetry extrapolated from a fit after long times [58]. However, the internal
field due to static electronic moments has to be larger than the external magnetic
field. To extract the magnetic volume fraction and hence the transition
temperature for DTNX x = 40%, a temperature series of wTF spectra was
analyzed
similar
to
the
procedure
described
in
detail
in
section 4.4.3. The onset of long-range magnetic order is usually characterized by a
step-like change of the asymmetry. From a sigmoidal fit as shown in Fig. 6.6.2.2,
the transition temperature of 0.75 K ± 0.1 K was determined. This value agrees
with the transition temperature of 0.65 K determined by specific heat
measurements.
In summary, qualitative µSR ZF, LTF and wTF measurements were carried out
for DTNX with disorder concentrations x = 33% and x = 40% at dilution
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cryostat temperatures. The x = 33% sample does not order in zero fields,
however a fast initial depolarization indicates possibly strongly inhomogeneous
magnetic order at low temperatures for the x = 40% sample. 𝑇 for x = 40% was
determined to 0.75 K in agreement with previous specific heat data. In
longitudinal field measurements, the x = 40% sample shows rather strong
dynamic fluctuations at base temperature. Further µSR experiments on more
suited sample geometries could help to understand the critical behavior of
disordered DTNX better in terms of ordered moment dynamics and homogeneity.

6.7 Conclusion
Bond-disordered, Br-rich deuterated single crystals of DTNX were successfully
grown and characterized by x-ray fluorescence microscopy and single crystal
x-ray diffraction. Despite strong chemical disorder, DTNX samples with x = 40%
were found to be ordered magnetically at zero applied field and at ambient
pressure. At low temperatures, DTNX’ spin excitation spectrum measured by
inelastic neutron scattering shows coherent magnetic excitations with Goldstone
modes at the disorder-induced quantum critical point. The disorder-induced
spontaneous appearance of antiferromagnetic order in DTNX is the first quantum
phase transition observed in a gapped quantum paramagnet. The transition is
qualitatively similar to a z=1 quantum critical point. However, the observed
critical scaling of thermodynamic and magnetic properties has rather unusual
critical exponents. Finally, qualitative µSR measurements were carried out. For
the x = 40% sample, a fast initial depolarization indicates possibly strongly
inhomogeneous magnetic order at low temperatures. The transition temperature
was determined to 0.75 K in agreement with specific heat data. Longitudinal field
measurements reveal rather strong dynamic fluctuations at base temperature.
Additional experimental and theoretical work is required to fully understand the
new disorder-induced transition and criticality in DTNX. Fortunately, the
transition occurs in zero applied field and at ambient pressure, which simplifies
future experiments.
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Within the scope of this work, organo-metallic gapped quantum magnets were
studied with muon spin techniques, neutron diffraction and neutron scattering, as
well as with thermodynamic methods. The aim was to investigate known zerofield quantum phase transitions and to find new ones in two different model spin
systems. The peculiar properties of these rare pressure- and disorder-induced
quantum phase transitions were to be studied and compared to corresponding
theoretical predictions.
First, the behavior of the bond-disordered quantum magnet PHCX under
hydrostatic pressure was studied with muon spin techniques. It was found that for
Br-concentrations of x < 7.5% PHCX undergoes a pressure-induced quantum
phase transition into a magnetically ordered state with a 𝑝-𝑇 phase diagram that
broadly resembles that of pure PHCC. However, even for small Br-concentrations
x > 1% the pressure-induced ordered phases display highly inhomogeneous
magnetism. Ordering temperatures and ordered moments are suppressed by
increasing disorder levels and the critical pressure increases. The critical pressure
for ordering is in the range 6 kbar < 𝑝𝑐 < 7 kbar for 4%-disordered PHCX
compared with 𝑝𝑐 = 4.3 kbar for pure PHCC, corresponding to an approximately
50% increase in critical pressure. At 15% Br-concentration, magnetic order is not
detectable.
Numerical work has predicted the existence of a strongly inhomogeneous
quantum Griffiths regime in bond-disordered dimer magnets near quantum
criticality. An onset of order in PHCX below the critical pressure of pure PHCC
was not observed. Qualitatively, the behavior of PHCX under hydrostatic pressure
at high disorder concentrations is not inconsistent with recent predictions for a
Griffiths phase region in bond-disordered dimer magnets close to quantum
criticality. However, inelastic-neutron scattering experiments are required to
directly search for the predicted in-gap states and disorder-induced magnon
broadening in the predicted Griffiths phase.
Second, the results for the gapped S=1 quantum paramagnet DTN showed that it
is not possible to induce a predicted quantum phase transition with dynamical
critical exponent z=1 by application of hydrostatic pressure in this system.
Although an onset of magnetic order was observed upon application of
hydrostatic pressure in µSR measurements, neutron diffraction experiments could
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identify this transition as a temperature-independent, irreversible structural
transformation to a high-pressure phase with a superimposed commensurate
superstructure at a pressure of 7 kbar. According to preliminary crystal neutron
diffraction measurements, the structural transformation could be due to the change
of the positions of DTN’s organic thiourea molecules.
There might be still a possibility to close the spin gap in DTN by the application
of pressure in zero field and thus, induce a quantum phase transition with
dynamical critical exponent z=1 at the quantum critical point: The structural
transformation in DTN sets in before exchange constants in the Hamiltonian can
be driven to the theoretical critical value. If the spin gap can be closed by
hydrostatic pressure at all, for bond-disordered DTN with its smaller spin gap a
lower applied hydrostatic pressure could be sufficient to close the gap even before
the onset of the structural transformation.
Highly Br-rich bond-disordered, deuterated single crystals of DTNX were
successfully grown for the first time and were characterized by x-ray fluorescence
microscopy and single crystal x-ray diffraction. Despite strong chemical disorder,
DTNX samples with a nominal Br-concentration of x = 40% were found to be
ordered magnetically at zero applied field and at ambient pressure with inelastic
neutron spectroscopy and specific heat measurements. The disorder-induced
spontaneous appearance of antiferromagnetic order in DTNX is the first quantum
phase transition observed in a gapped quantum paramagnet. The transition is
qualitatively similar to a z=1 quantum critical point. However, the observed
critical scaling of thermodynamic and magnetic properties exhibits unexpected
critical exponents that are inconsistent with existing theoretical predictions. In
addition, µSR measurements were carried out. For the x = 40% a fast initial
depolarization indicats possibly strong inhomogeneous magnetic order at low
temperatures. Therefore it was not possible to determine the magnetic order
parameter against temperature. The transition temperature was determined to
0.75 K in agreement with specific heat data, though. Longitudinal field
measurements revealed rather strong dynamic fluctuations at base temperature.
DTNX above and at the critical disorder concentration remains a promising
candidate for further experimental and theoretical research in order to understand
the new disorder-induced transition and criticality in this system. Because the
quantum phase transition occurs in zero field and at zero-applied pressure, DTNX
is a suitable experimental system for a large variety of techniques.
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Overall, gapped model spin systems were studied experimentally in regard of
quantum phase transitions with rare z=1 quantum critical points. For the first time,
the effect of bond-disorder around a z=1 quantum critical point was studied and
the first completely disorder-induced quantum phase transition was discovered in
a gapped quantum paramagnet.
The magnetic ground state properties of gapped quantum magnets were tuned
either by application of external hydrostatic pressure, introduction of chemical
bond disorder or both. Experiments under these conditions are challenging and
sometimes at the limit of technical and chemical possibilities. New developments,
particularly in high-pressure research, will enable experiments in larger pressure
ranges with better signal quality and pressure cells are being developed for
additional techniques. As theoretical predictions on the studied spin systems could
only be confirmed in a very limited way, not only the experimental, also the
theoretical work on z=1 quantum critical points is not yet completed and remains
a fascinating topic for future research.
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